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Introduction
Welcome to the 2021 COBA Africa catalogue, which is packed
with all our latest floor matting and safety products.
COBA Africa is part of the globally successful COBA International
group, headquartered in the United Kingdom with over 40 years’
experience in the matting manufacturing industry. The last two years
has seen exciting developments within COBA’s matting business in
South Africa.
In 2014, COBA Plastics (Pty) Ltd acquired Rubaloy, a Cape Town
based company specialising in the manufacture of recycled rubber
flooring products. Expansion continued in 2015 when Matco, a longestablished matting and flooring business based in Johannesburg
joined our ever-evolving COBA family.
Bringing together all our respective market leading brands, expertise
and resources, we now trade under the umbrella of COBA Africa (Pty)
Ltd operating from our facilities in Cape Town and Johannesburg.
Our prime locations give us a logistical advantage. We can efficiently
supply customers throughout South Africa, from the North West of
the region to the Western Cape.

As you will see from this catalogue, our product range is diverse and
extensive. There are flooring and matting products for many different
environments. From durable anti-slip GRP flooring and high quality,
impressive entrance mats, to safety matting for industrial, catering or
leisure areas. With so much choice, you can be assured that COBA
Africa has the perfect, competitively priced solution for your building.
If you are responsible for health and safety in your organisation, then
we have also included some useful information on standing safety in
the workplace. Find out how anti-fatigue/anti-slip matting can help to
reduce musculoskeletal disorders and accidents in the workplace.
Read our case studies too.
COBA Africa is not just about flooring and matting. We also supply a
range of safety knives in our Moving Edge collection, details of which
can be found in this catalogue.
Our knowledgeable sales advisors are just a telephone call or email
away, and they will be delighted to help with your matting, flooring or
safety knife enquiry.
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Product Testing Guide
In partnership with the internationally recognised
SATRA, we have tested over 40 product lines to
the latest standards in slip and fire safety, and
ESD ratings.

Fire Test: BS EN 13501-1
Reaction to fire classification
The classification is split into three parts:
The main part of the classification is its letter – A1, A2, B, C, D, E
and F. A1 (Non-combustible) is the highest level of performance.
There is a smoke classification of s1, s2 or s3.
s1 is the highest level of performance.
There is a classification of flaming droplets of d0, d1 or d2.
d0 is the highest level of performance.

ESD Test: IEC 61340-5-1
Protection of electronic devices from electrostatic
phenomena - General requirements

Pendulum Slip Test: BS 7976-2:2002+A1:2013
Internationally recognised British standard that uses a pendulum
device to measure a surface material’s slip potential.
Slip Potential

PTV

High slip potential

0 – 24

Moderate slip potential

25 – 35

Low slip potential

36+

Ramp Slip Test: DIN 51130:2014
Internationally recognised German standard that measures slip
potential by the angle at which the surface material loses friction.
R Value

Category Static
Friction is

Angle of Inclination

R9

Low

6º to 10º

R10

Normal

>10º to 19º

R11

Above Average

>19º to 27º

R12

High

>27º to 35º

R13

Very High

>35º

Ramp Slip Test: DIN 51097
Internationally recognised German standard that for testing
surface materials in wet, soapy conditions such as those found in
leisure industry.
Classification

A

B

C

Slip Angle

12 – 17

18 – 23

>24

CoF

0.21-0.31

0.32-0.42

>0.45
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Prolonged standing on hard floor surfaces in static
positions can lead to fatigue, pain and serious health
issues such as MSDs (Musculoskeletal Disorders).

Standing Fatigue in the Workplace
What is a Musculoskeletal Disorder?
Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSDs) are injuries or conditions
affecting the movement of the human body, or the loco-motor
apparatus. They are problems that affect the muscles, tendons,
ligaments, vascular system, nerves, soft tissues, bones and
joints.
Very often such problems creep in gradually. They can
affect both the upper and lower limbs, as well as the back.
Many MSDs are preventable.
MSDs are currently the most common work-related health
condition in the EU. They are expected to affect some 50% of
the population by 2030.1

As tiredness sets in joints such as the ankles and knees can
tense up and become locked. There is a tendency to shift
weight from one side to the other, increasing the release of
muscular energy which can lead to fatigue.

86%

Found Anti-Fatigue
matting had helped
to reduce pain
or serious health
complaints of staff4

82%

Found Anti-Fatigue
matting to have a
positive effect on
increasing productivity
in their company4

Picking the right
matting product
Choose the right matting
each time with MatBrainTM,
the ultimate product selector
support tool.
Also available as a mobile app
Mats in Mind on the Apple and
Android app stores!
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How does Anti-Fatigue matting work?
Anti-Fatigue mats encourage regular foot movement (even in
static positions). The feet subtly adapt to the mats cushioned
surface, promoting healthy circulation. This movement,
although subtle, makes the foot and calf muscles expand and
contract, activating the Venous Pump pushing blood back up
to the heart against the force of gravity. This naturally occurs
when we walk. Anti-Fatigue mats help to replicate this action
even when the user is standing in a static position.

Over

45

%

of workers complain
of standing in tiring
positions at work3

14

6.6

days

million

Average time
lost due to each
MSD case2

Working days lost to
MSDs in the UK in
2017-182

Download our Standing Safety
ebook #StandUpForHealth
for more information

Material Guide
CR
Chloroprene
Rubber

EPDM
Ethylene propylene
diene monomer rubber

GRP
Glass reinforced
plastic

LDPE
Low-density
polyethylene

Natural Rubber
Sourced from the latex
of the rubber tree

NBR
Nitrile butadiene
rubber

PA
Polyamide

PC
Polycarbonate

PE
Polyethylene

PET
Polyethylene
terephthalate

PP
Polypropylene

PU
Polyurethane

PVC
Polyvinyl chloride

SBR
Styrene
butadiene rubber

Vinyl
Generic term for
vinyl polymers

Workplace Matting | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.

1 Source: Fifth European survey on working conditions 2 Source: statistics
on EMT in the United Kingdom, 2017/18 (United Kingdom Health and Safety
Commission) 3 Source: United Kingdom Health and Safety Commission 4
COBA Europe survey on work standing, 2018

The Problem with Standing
When standing still, gravity causes fluid to settle in the feet and
legs, which in turn can create pooling and swelling. Standing puts
the circulatory system under pressure, in particular the Venous
System, making the heart work harder. Regular standing in static
positions can slowly damage the elasticity of soft tissues. This
degenerative damage can lead to rheumatic diseases.

Anti-Fatigue matting can help...
Anti-Fatigue matting can relieve the pressure from standing. It
has been scientifically proven to reduce discomfort and fatigue,
especially to the lower and upper legs, and lower back areas
compared to standing on hard floor surfaces.

Static Dissipative

Suitable for High Voltage
Environments

Fire Tested

Suitable for Oily
Environments

Suitable for Wet
Environments

Slip Rating

Wear Rating

Workplace
Matting
Selector

Comfort Factor
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P.
ESD Rubber Mats
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Dry Environments
Wet & Dry Environments

COBArib

•

•••

••••

COBAswitch BS EN: 61111

•

••••

••
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COBAswitch VDE

•
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Orthomat® Standard
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Bubblemat
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Orthomat® Comfort Plus
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Orthomat® Premium
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Diamond Tread
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Orthomat® Office
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COBAelite® Bubble
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COBAelite® Diamond
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COBAelite® ESD
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COBAscrape

•
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Flexi-Deck

•
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DeckStep
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Unimat
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COBAmat® Standard
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Comfort-Lok
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Rampmat
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K-Mat
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Solid Fatigue-Step
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Fatigue-Step
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Ringmat Honeycomb
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SitePath
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Hygimat
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COBAdeluxe
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Tough Deck MK3
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Fatigue Lock
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Workplace Matting
Improving standing comfort and safety

For decades, COBA Africa has been a market leader in workplace safety matting, and today we
offer one of the most comprehensive ranges for all types of working environments, from industrial to
catering and retail. Whether it is to reduce slipping or provide fatigue relief from standing, we have a
solution to suit a wide variety of budgets and needs.

Orthomat® Office

The anti-fatigue mat for office workers
Improves overall posture and wellbeing when standing in static positions. • Provides
just the right balance between cushioning and foot support for users of sit/standing
desks. • Helps to delay the onset of pain and tiredness otherwise experienced from
standing on hard or firm floor surfaces. • Textured underside keeps this anti-fatigue
mat in place. • Gentle bevelled edges to reduce trip hazards, while creating a neat
‘anti-curl’ finish that sits flush to the floor. • Highly durable, can withstand a wide range
of footwear. • Handy size for ease of handling making lifting and moving an effortless
task. • Fits into most office workstations. • Material: PU • Product Height: 16mm

Size

Black

0.5 m x 0.8 m

OO010001

Chairmats

100% Recycled PVC Interlocking Floor Tiles
An ideal low cost solution for protecting floor surfaces. Easy
DIY • installation - no adhesive required. • Installation
instructions provided. • Made from 100% recycled PVC –
non-conductive and fire resistant. • Each Chairmat consists of
smooth interlocking tiles and edging. • Suitable for dry indoor
environments • Product Height 6mm

6

Sizes

Colour

1m x 1m x 5mm

4 black tiles & 8 edges

LGTE010001

6 Kg

1m x 1.5m x 5mm

6 black tiles &10 edges

LGTE010002

10 KG

1 x 1m x 6.8mm

4 colour tiles & 8 edges

LGTE020001

1m x 1.5m x 6.8mm

6 colour tiles & 10 edges

LGTE020002

Workplace Matting | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.

Part Code

Weight:

7

Orthomat® Standard

Quickly tackle standing
fatigue in dry workplaces
Versatile single layer foam anti-fatigue
mat. • Insulates standing workers
against the effects of cold concrete floors.
• Lightweight, so easy to transport
and reposition. • Best suited to dry
environments. • High visibility version
available with bright yellow borders. •
Ideal for lighter industrial use. • Textured
surface provides attractive appearance.
• Available in mats and rolls. • Fire
tested to BS EN 13501-1. • Material:
Open Cell PVC (Foam) • Product Height:
9.5mm

Sizes

Black

Black/Yellow

0.45m x 0.9m

AF010004

-

-

0,9m x 18.3m

AF010003

-

-

0.9m x linear meter

Weight

AF010003C

-

-

0.6m x 0.9m

-

AF010701

1.31 kg

0.9m x 1.5m

-

AF010702

3.27 kg

0.9m x 18.3m

-

AF010703

40.00 kg

0.9m x linear meter

-

AF010703C

-

Workplace Matting | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

NEW
Orthomat® Comfort Plus

Thicker foam anti-fatigue mat for dry workplaces
A thicker, single layer foam anti-fatigue mat for maximum levels
of comfort. • Insulates against cold concrete floors. • Best
suited to dry environments. • Ideal for light or moderate
industrial use. • Checkerplate surface provides attractive
appearance. • Available in mats and rolls. • Fire tested to
BS EN 13501-1 Class Cfl - s1. • Material: Open Cell PVC (Foam)
• Product Height: 15mm
Sizes
0.6 m x 0.9 m

8

Black
OCP010001

0.9 m x 1.5 m

OCP010002

0.9 m x 18.3 m

OCP0100003

0.9 m x per linear metre

OCP010003C

Workplace Matting | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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Orthomat® Premium

Reduces standing fatigue for
those that move at work
Exceptional fatigue-relief properties – a
real investment for the workplace. • Dual
layer construction for superior comfort
and durability. • Tough textured top
surface for excellent resilience against
wear and tear. • Insulates against the
effects of cold concrete floors. • Low
density under layer provides extremely
effective underfoot cushioning. • Ideal
for demanding locations, especially
where regular turning is involved. •
Tapered edges to reduce trip hazards. •
Range of colours available. • Fire tested
to BS EN 13501-1. • Material: Open Cell
PVC (Foam) • Product Height: 12.5mm

Sizes

Green

0.6m x 0.9m
0.9m x 1.5m
0.9m x 18.3m

Black

Green

0.9m x per linear metre

Black

Weight

FF010001

2.00 kg

FF010002

4.99 kg

FF040003

FF010003

61.00 kg

FF040003C

FF010003C

3.80 kg

Comfort-Lok

Fatigue relief for standing workers on
production lines or benches
Heavy-duty rubber mats provide a comfortable standing surface
for operatives. • Available as interlocking modules for long runs,
or as a single workstation mat. • Resistant to oil and grease
making it ideal for food production areas or in any catering
business. • Suitable for high temperature environments. • Slip
tested to DIN 51130. • Material: Natural rubber/25% NBR blend
• Product Height: 12mm

Black

Weight

0.7 m x 0.8 m (edged all round)

CL010004

4.10 kg

0.7 m x 0.8 m (interlocking middle piece)

CL010002

4.10 kg

0.7 m x 0.8 m (interlocking end piece)

CL010001

4.10 kg

Sizes

Workplace Matting | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Diamond Tread

Fatigue relief for welding professionals

Sizes
0.6 m x 0.9 m

Black
DTB010001

Welders need relief from standing like any other professional. • The
heavy-duty top surface is both resilient and fire tested, whilst the soft
foam underlayer provides cushioning for the feet. • Ideal for welding
bays and demanding industrial use. • Flame retardant top surface
(tested to BS EN 13501-1) – so weld sparks aren’t an issue. • Loose
lay – can be moved easily. • Bevelled edges help avoid creating a
trip risk. • Material: Vinyl top surface with PVC foam backing (fusion
bonded, not glued) • Product Height: 15mm

KwikLok

100% Recycled PVC
Interlocking Floor Tiles
An ideal low cost solution for refurbishing
floor surfaces • Easy DIY installation - no
adhesive required. • Installation instructions
provided. • Non-conductive and fire
resistant. • An ideal low cost solution for
refurbishing floor surfaces. • Please note:
This product may discolour and warp if
laid in areas exposed to direct sunlight or
extreme temperatures. • Material: 100%
recycled PVC • Product Height: 6mm

Size
465mm x 465mm
Edging (Only on special order)
465mm x 30mm

10
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6mm
RUBKL6
6mm
RUBLKR6
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Bubblemat

Smart anti-fatigue mat with a distinctive bubbled surface
Raised bubble patterned surface stimulates feet and legs to
aid circulation. • Underfoot cushioning also makes prolonged
occupational standing more comfortable. • Complete mats
suitable for workstations and interlocking sections available for
longer production lines. • Material: Standard - Natural rubber. •
Product Height: 14mm
Sizes

Safety

0.6 m x 0.9 m (edged all round)

BF010701

0.9 m x 1.2 m (edged all round)

BF010702

Stud Flooring/ Rhomboid/ Pyramid Sheeting
Used in a range of industrial applications such as for or use on
stairs, counter tops, workshop floors and load boxes. • Product
Height: 3mm
Studded

3mm

Rubber Sheeting 3mm Thick - Studded 1200mm x Per Linear Meter

RSS00001C

Rubber Sheeting 3mm Thick - Studded 1500mm x Per Linear Meter

RSS00002C

Pyramid

3mm

1.2m x 20m

RSP00001

1.2m x p/m (max. 20m)

RSP00001C

Rhomboid

3mm

1.2m x 20m

RS00001

1.2m x p/m (max. 20m)

RS00001C

Rubber Crumb
A range of industrial applications such as for or use on stairs,
counter tops, workshop floors and load boxes. • Product
Height: 4mm or 8mm
Rubber Crumb
1250mm x p/m (max. 20m)

4mm

8mm

RC010001

RC010002

Workplace Matting | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Slips in the Workplace: Taking slips and trips seriously
Across Europe, slips in the workplace are a real concern. It’s
not just sprains and bruises. Slips all too frequently result in
bone fractures or internal injuries of one sort or another. In
the most extreme cases, slips can result in fatalities. Slipping
is especially dangerous if the individual falls onto a sharp or
moving object, falls from height or comes into contact with hot
surfaces, or chemicals.

What can be done?
Good house-keeping is essential and educating employees
about risks is imperative. Ensuring that floors are regularly
cleaned and maintained, so they are free of contaminants
should help to reduce the risk of slipping significantly. Use
cable protectors for trailing wires. Floor safety should be
evaluated frequently, with regular risk assessments.

What are the causes?
Contaminants on floor surfaces are very often the culprit. This
can be water, ice, oil, grease, chemical spillage, etc. It is not
just spilt liquids that make floor surfaces dangerous. Swarf,
powders and other dry debris can act like marbles on a floor
surface. Uneven and poorly maintained floor surfaces can also
cause both slips and trips.

The Health & Safety Executive provides useful guidance for risk
assessments and also offers a Slips Assessment Tool (SAT).
Carefully consider any risks. Initiating preventative measures,
such as the installation of anti-slip matting, flooring or coating
can dramatically improve safety underfoot. Ensure the area is
well lit.

Slips, trips and falls on the same
level remain the most common
cause of non-fatal accident in the UK
workplace, and many result in major
injury and human suffering. 90%
of all reported ‘specified’ non-fatal
injuries under RIDDOR resulted in
fractures. The Labour Force Survey
estimates that there were 555,000
non-fatal self-reported injuries to
workers in the UK during 2017/18, of
which some 135,000 resulted in over
7 days absence.3

High risk sectors
Healthcare; Education; Food
& Drink Manufacture; Catering
& Hospitality; Manufacturing/
Engineering (General); Building
& Plant Maintenance; Oil & Gas
Industries; Shipping & Docks; and
Construction are all considered as
high risk slip sectors.

12

R558K

estimated Cost to Society
(Britain per case) based on
a non-fatal workplace injury
resulting in 7 or more days
absence2

31%

of reported non-fatal
injuries in Great Britain
during 2017-18 were
accounted to slip, trips and
falls on the same level1

Select the right
matting product
Choose the right matting product each
time with Mats in Mind, our ultimate
product selector app.
Download Mats in Mind FREE today
on the Apple or Android app stores!

Workplace Matting | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.

1
Source RIDDOR, Reporting of Injuries,
Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences
Regulations 2Source HSE Cost Model Great
Britain 2016/17 3Source The Labour Force
Survey 2018/18

Did you know?
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COBAelite® Diamond
Durable anti-fatigue mat
with diamond pattern

Improve comfort when standing in the
workplace. • Premium quality ‘diamond’
surface anti-fatigue mat. • Superior
material ensures durability. • Ramped
edges help avoid creating a trip risk.
• Supplied with high visibility yellow
borders as standard. • Loose lay – can
easily be installed in a wide array of
workplaces. • Supplied as individual
workstation mats. • Fire tested to BS EN
13501-1 Class Bfl - s1. • Material: PU •
Product Height: 18mm

NEW

Sizes

Black/Yellow

0.6 m x 0.9 m

SED010701

0.9 m x 1.2 m

SED010702

Tough Deck MK3

Recycled drainable workplace tiles
Non-slip interlocking decking for wet areas. • Combination
of substantial product height and large holes offers excellent
drainage. • An economical yet heavy-duty matting solution. •
Easy DIY installation with connectors that conceal joins. • Ideal
for industrial use, especially in areas prone to liquid spillage. •
Ramped edges to prevent trips are available in black or yellow.
• Slip tested to DIN 51130. • Material: Recycled rubber and
plastic • Product Height: 20mm

Size
480mm x 480mm
Edging

Black

Yellow

RUBMK3

RUBMK3Y

Black

Yellow

480mm x 180mm (F)

RUBMK3RF

RUBMK3FY

480mm x 180mm (M)

RUBMK3RM

RUBMK3RY

NEW

Workplace Matting | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Solid Fatigue-Step

Fatigue relief for large and
oil prone shop floors
Tiles link together to provide a very
comfortable anti-fatigue surface. • Can
withstand temperatures of up to 160ºC
and spillage of molten glass. • Individual
tiles can be moved and replaced with
ease. • Fully slip tested – Conforms to Slip
Resistance Test EN 13552 Category R10. •
Optional ramped edging in yellow or black.
• Material: Standard - Natural rubber with
25% NBR. • Product Height: 18mm

Tile Size

Black

0.9 m x 0.9 m
Fatigue-Step Edging

Black

Yellow

Female Corner Edge

SS010002F

SS070002F

Male Corner Edge

SS010002M

SS070002M

Fatigue-Step

Fatigue relief for large, wet
and oily shop floors
Tiles link together to provide an anti-fatigue
surface for particularly wet or oily areas.
• Soft, yet resilient rubber floor tiles. •
Open holes allow efficient drainage of spilt
liquids. • Effective anti-fatigue properties
for prolonged standing. • Main tiles
available in Standard • Slip tested to
DIN 51130. • Optional ramped edging
in yellow or black. • Material: Rubber
mix, including >50% recycled material •
Product Height: 19mm / 14mm

Tile Size
0.9m x 0.9m
Edging

14

19mm

14mm

SS010001

SS010006

Black

Yellow

Fatigue-Step Female
Corner Edge

SS010002F

SS070002F

Fatigue-Step Male
Corner Edge

SS010002M

SS070002M

ST010001

Workplace Matting | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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NEW
Fatigue Lock

Premium mid-size interlocking anti-fatigue tile
This extra thick tile provides comfort and fatigue relief for standing workers. •
Precision designed tiles seamlessly clip together for smooth raised floor surface.
• Convenient tile size allows for easy planning. • Can be used to cover large or
unusually shaped workstations. • Made from rubber for durability, slip, and impact
resistance. • Tile option with holes is ideal for wet workplaces in need of drainage.
• Solid and holed version can be used together in one installation. • Ramped edges
prevent trips and are available in black or yellow. • Easily cleaned with a jet washer
or hose. • Slip tested to DIN 51130. • Material: Rubber, including 25% NBR •
Product Height: 24mm

Tile Size

Black

0.5 m x 0.5 m (Solid surface)

FLS010001

0.5 m x 0.5 m (With holes)
Edging

FL010001
Black

Yellow

FLC010003

FLC070003

Male Edge

FLE010002M

FLE070002M

Female Edge

FLE010002F

FLE070002F

Corner Edge

Workplace Matting | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Rampmat

Banish cold hard concrete
floors with our entry level
rubber anti-fatigue mat
Provide standing relief to all workers with
this economical anti-fatigue mat. • Raised
circular surface provides effective slip
resistance. • Open drainage holes capture
spilt liquids, swarf or other debris to help
prevent slips. • Moulded ramped edges to
reduce the risk of trips and allow wheeled
access. • Made from hardwearing rubber
for durability. • Slip tested to DIN 51130.
• Material: Rubber mix, including >50%
recycled material • Product Height: 14mm

Sizes
0.9 m x 1.5 m
0.8 m x 1.2 m

Black
RP010001
RMR010001

K-Mat

Reduce fatigue and slips
in oil prone areas
A nitrile rubber mat for swarf prone
areas. • Contains nitrile to offer the best
resistance to oils and chemicals. • Ideal
for food processing and manufacturing
locations due to its excellent resistance
to grease, fats and detergents. • Easily
cleaned in a commercial washing
machine. • Raised pattern surface for
exceptional slip-resistance (tested to DIN
51130). • Open holes efficiently drain
liquids and capture debris. • Hygienic
anti-microbial properties make it suitable
for food processing locations. • Material:
NBR • Product Height: 9mm

Sizes
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Black

0.85 m x 1.45 m

KM010001

0.85 m x 2.9 m

KM010002

Workplace Matting | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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COBAdeluxe

Fatigue relief for heavy-duty workstations
Creates a safe and very comfortable standing surface. • Its
thickness makes it a durable mat that can withstand impact.
• Quickly cover large areas if used as a connecting system. •
Made from hardwearing rubber providing longevity. • Excellent
slip resistance in wet areas. • Open drainage holes for spilt
liquids make it ideal for wet workplaces. • Available as a single
mat or can be linked together with connectors for larger areas.
• Use of optional edges is recommended to reduce the risk of
trips. • Slip tested to DIN 51130. • Material: Natural rubber •
Product Height: 18.5mm

Size

Part Code

1 m x 1.5 m

DM010002

Connector
Edging

DM010003
Black

Yellow

Long edge 1565mm x 50mm

P240-L1093-C09

P240-L1093-C09-YE

Short edge 1074mm x 50mm

P240-L1092-C09

P240-L1092-C09-YE

Unimat

Heavy-duty anti-fatigue matting for wet areas
Versatile rubber runner. • Open holes provide excellent
drainage. • A real asset in helping to prevent slipping in wet/
oily areas. • Easy to roll up and move to new locations or for
cleaning. • Slip tested to DIN 51130. • Material: Rubber mix,
including >50% recycled material. • Product Height: 10mm

Sizes

Black

900mm x 1m

UM010002C

900mm x 10m

UM010002

Workplace Matting | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Knee-Saver

Prevent strain from kneeling
Adaptable pad for all uncomfortable
kneeling jobs. • Reduces knee pain
and lower back stress caused by regular
kneeling. • Lightweight to carry – only
0.35 kg per pad – with carrier handle. •
Good resistance to oils and chemicals. •
Material: NBR Foam • Product Height:
25mm

Size
530mm x 360mm - Unbranded
530mm x 360mm - Branded

NEW

Part Code
KS010004
KS010004B

CAN BE BRANDED
IN COLOUR

Ringmat Honeycomb

Extremely tough rubber matting
for indoor and outdoor use
Highly durable interlinking drainage mat
ideal for general industrial use. • Raised
surface design ensures grip in wet
conditions while scraping away dirt and
debris. • Large holes allow dirt and debris
to fall through, keeping it trapped. • Ideal
for more heavy-duty environments where
debris is a factor. • Conforms to Slip
Resistance Test EN 13552 Category R10.
• Connectors available to link matting
for larger areas. • Material: Rubber mix,
including >50% recycled material. •
Product Height: 22 mm
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Sizes

Part Code

0.4m x 0.6m

RM010011

0.6m x 0.8m

RM010006

1.2m x 0.8m

RM010001

1.5m x 1.0m

RM010002

Connector

RM010004

Workplace Matting | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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NEW

COBAscrape

A durable anti-slip mat ideal for areas
prone to oil or chemical spillage
A solid surface mat designed to reduce slips in oily or greasy
conditions. • Raised surface pattern provides extra underfoot
grip. • Recessed pattern creates drainage channels to capture
liquids. • Makes standing more comfortable in a wide range
of workplace environments. • Resilient to degradation in oily,
greasy and chemical prone areas for a longer lifespan. • Single
mat design makes it a quick and simple solution to reducing
slip accidents. • Bevelled edges as standard to reduce trip
hazards. • Slip tested to DIN 51130. • Material: NBR •
Product Height: 6mm

Sizes

Black

0.85 m x 1.5 m

CS010002

1.15 m x 1.75 m

CS010004

Workplace Matting | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

NEW
Hygimat

A revolutionary hygienic anti-fatigue mat
Improve feeling of comfort and energy whilst standing at work. • Ideal for any
workplace where hygiene is important e.g. healthcare, food manufacturing, catering,
hospitality, clean rooms or food retail. • Made from a revolutionary ‘gel foam’ material
that combines the best in durability and comfort. • Material also has anti-microbial
properties • Closed cell construction means that no liquids can penetrate the mat
and reduce performance. • Version with holes is ideal for wet workplaces in need of
drainage. • Oil resistant. • Easily cleaned – can be cleaned with detergent or can be
steam sterilised. • Fire tested to BS EN 13501-1 Class Dfl - s1 and slip tested to DIN
51130. • Material: Rubberised Gel Foam • Product Height: 17mm ±1mm

Sizes
0.6 m x 0.9 m (Solid surface)
0.9 m x 1.5 m (Solid surface)
0.9 m x 1.8 m (Solid surface)

HYS010002
HYS010003

0.6 m x 0.9 m (With holes)

HYG010001

0.9 m x 1.5 m (With holes)

HYG010002

0.9 m x 1.8 m (With holes)

20

Black
HYS010001

HYG010003

Workplace Matting | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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Flexi-Deck

Flexible PVC floor tiles ideal for wet areas
Flexible PVC interlinking tiles for industrial use. • Holes allow
drainage of liquid and debris. • Specially designed underside
studs have exceptional water drainage properties. • Anti-slip
top surface for a safe footing in wet conditions. • Easily cleaned,
rolled up and moved. • Resistant to most oils and chemicals.
• Holes provide efficient drainage and allow air to circulate. •
Product Height: 13mm
Sizes
30cm x 30cm (Pack of 9)

Black

Blue

Red

Weight

FD010001

FD020001

FD030001

3.80 kg
0.23 kg

Female Edge (pack of 3)

FD010002F3

FD020002F3

FD030002F3

Male Edge (pack of 3)

FD010002M3

FD020002M3

FD030002M3

0.23 kg

FD010004

FD020004

FD030004

0.06 kg

Corner (Pack of 4)

Sizes
30cm x 30cm (Pack of 9)

Grey

Blue

Grey

Weight

FD060001

3.80 kg
0.23 kg

Female Edge (pack of 3)

FD040002F3

FD060002F3

Male Edge (pack of 3)

FD040002M3

FD060002M3

0.23 kg

FD040004

FD060004

0.06 kg

Corner (Pack of 4)

Green

Green
FD040001

Red

Black

DeckStep

Multi-purpose ribbed vinyl
matting for industry

NEW

Raise workers off the ground like traditional
duckboard. • Reduce the risk of slips
by removing feet from direct contact with
spilt liquids. • Provides a much more
comfortable standing surface than concrete.
• Textured surface provides slip resistance.
• Flexible and lightweight – easy to move
and clean. • Strips are welded together
for strength. • Slip tested to DIN 51130. •
Material: PVC • Product Height: 11.5mm
±0.5mm

Sizes
0.59 m x 10 m
0.59 m x per linear metre
1.2 m x 10 m
1.2 m x per linear metre

Black

Blue

Red

Grey

DS010610

DS020610

DS030610

DS060610

DS010610C

DS020610C

DS030610C

DS060610C

DS011210

DS021210

DS031210

DS061210

DS011210C

DS021210C

DS031210C

DS061210C

Workplace Matting | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

COBAmat® Standard

Standing the test of time, our original safety matting
The original premium multi-purpose safety mat widely used
across industry today. • An ideal choice for longer production
lines, or for covering mezzanine floors. • Vinyl strips are
interwoven, rather than welded, for better flexibility and lower
risk of breaking. • Cross-ribbed grip to reduce slipping. • Fully
reversible for added longevity. • Fire tested to BS EN 135011 and slip tested to DIN 51130.• 30mm x 30mm hole size. •
Material: PVC • Product Height: 12mm

Sizes

Black
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Black

Blue

Weight

0.6m x 10m

CS010610

CS020610

26 kg

0.6m x 1m

CS010610C

CS020610C

2 kg

0.6m x 5m

CS010610W

CS020610W

10 kg

0.9m x 10m

CS010910

CS020910

40 kg

0.9m x 1m

CS010910C

CS020910C

4 kg

Blue

Workplace Matting | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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40 Years of COBAmat®
Where it all started...
2019 marks 40 years since COBAmat was first launched.
The concept of safety matting was still very new back in 1979.
Factory workers traditionally used cardboard, or wooden or
metal duckboards as a standing surface to insulate their feet
from cold concrete floors. COBAmat changed all that.
At the time, COBA Europe didn’t exist. The new matting
operation originally traded as part of COBA Plastics Ltd, an
established thermoplastic extrusions manufacturer supplying
extruded components to a variety of sectors, from automotive
to medical and packaging. Always innovative, COBA had
spotted an opportunity for another use for its PVC extrusions.
Strips of extruded PVC were hand woven using a specialist
technique, resulting in superior strength and flexibility
compared to similar welded designs.
And so COBAmat (initially called Airomat) was born.

Walking on Air
Of course, it was not long before news started to spread
about this new safety mat.
Demand for COBAmat grew swiftly as customers reaped
the benefits from standing on flooring described in
marketing literature as ‘walking on air’.
COBAmat could be seen in all sorts of places, from factory
floors and leisure environments, to marine and motorsport.
People who normally stood on hard, potentially slippery
floors were delighted with the product that made standing
more comfortable and floor surfaces safer.
Today, COBA Africa boasts over 150 floor safety products,
facilities in 7 countries, and a global network
of distributors.
The innovation that started it all, COBAmat, is still
manufactured in the same way in the UK, and remains
one of our most popular safety mats.

Workplace Matting | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

NEW
SitePath

Create high visibility walkways with ease
A lightweight matting for easy deployment on construction
or factory sites. • Flexible material can be laid onto uneven
surfaces. • Diamond pattern top surface. • Yellow colour
ensures walkways are easily visible. • Easily cleaned with a jet
washer or hose. • Supplied in long rolls for easy installation. •
Can be laid loose or adhered to the floor. • Low profile reduces
trip potential. • Material: PVC • Product Height: 2mm

Sizes

24

Yellow

1mx5m

SP070001C5

1 m x 10 m

SP070001

Workplace Matting | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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GripSafe

Protective liner for workbenches and much more!
Adaptable non-slip liner to protect both tools and shelves or
workbenches. • Keep worktop items in place without the
need for stands or clamps. • Fit inside drawers to reduce
tools moving around. • Use on vehicle dashboards to prevent
movement in transit. • Cuts easily, so you can fit to any space.
• Very light - doesn’t add extra weight to benches or toolboxes.
• Wear resistant and machine washable providing a long
lifespan. • Material: PVC foam • Product Height: 4mm
Sizes

Black

0.6 m x 1.2 m

GS010002

0.6 m x 10 m

GS010001

COBArib

Best-selling ribbed runner for floors and workbenches
Widely used for many different industrial applications, as floor
matting or workbench/tool protection. • Ribbed rubber surface
provides additional grip reducing the risk of slipping for operatives.
• Provides a protective covering for workbenches, cushioning the
impact of tools and apparatus. • Also useful for protecting stock
at packing stations, and components in assembly areas. • Can
be helpful in supporting noise insulation initiatives. • Material:
Natural rubber • Product Height: 3mm

Standard
Sizes

3mm

0.9 m x 10 m
0.9 m x per linear metre

RR010010
RR010010C

Workplace Matting | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

ESD Mats & Equipment
All you need for ESD protection

Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) can be a problem in some working environments, and
potentially damaging to electrical components. Floors, chairs, work surfaces and
packaging can all create static electricity, which when released into an electronic device
becomes known as Electrostatic Discharge. We have a comprehensive range of industry
tested ESD floor mats and accessories to protect you and your electronic components
against the harmful effects of static electricity.

COBAswitch VDE

VDE approved electrical switchboard
matting for personal protection
Lightweight VDE approved mat designed for use in front of open
switchboards and high voltage equipment. • Provides safety
for operatives against electric shocks. • Fine fluted surface has
slip-resistance benefits. • Tested to 50,000 volts according
to DIN EN60243-1 (VDE0303 part 21) IEC 60243-2:1996. •
Material: Rubber mix • Product Height: 3mm

Sizes

Grey

1 m x 10 m
1 m x per linear metre

SM060010
SM060010C

High voltage matting

COBAswitch BS EN: 61111

Electrical insulating matting that
conforms to BS EN 61111:2009
Specialist electrical insulating matting to protect operatives from
electrical shocks. • Conforms to the most recent internationally
recognised safety standard IEC 61111:2009 /BS EN 61111:2009.
• Designed specifically for use in front of switchboards and for
other areas with high voltage equipment. • Three thicknesses
available to meet the different classes of working voltage, Class
0, Class 2 and Class 4. • Colour coded on the reverse clearly
identifying the working voltage classification. • Ribbed surface
helps to provide a firmer footing, reducing the risk of slips
while improving standing comfort. • Material: EPDM rubber •
Product Height: 3mm

Size
1 m x 10 m x 3mm
1 m x per linear metre x 3mm
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Part Code

Tested to

NEW

Working Withstand
Voltage Tested To

SM010050

BS EN 61111:2009 Class 0

1KV

10KV

SM010050C

BS EN 61111:2009 Class 0

1KV

10KV

ESD Mats & Equipment | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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COBAelite® ESD

Bubble surfaced mat to tackle fatigue
in ESD sensitive areas
Static-dissipative anti-fatigue mat for comfort and safety. •
Conductive buried layer neutralises static charge, protecting
components. • Comfortable bubbled surface promotes subtle
movement further reducing fatigue. • Grounded via a 10mm
male stud fitted to the mat. • Meets or exceeds IEC61340-5-1
resistance requirements. • Resistance to a groundable point
(Rgp): 2.4 x 106 Ω • Material: PU • Product Height: 14mm

NEW
Part code

Description

SE010001ESD

COBAelite ESD Studded Mat
0.6m x 0.9m

SE010003ESD

0.9m x 1.2m

SE01FLOORKIT

COBAelite® ESD Floor Kit

Part code

Description

ESDB010005

ESD Studded Rubber Bench Mat
0.6m x 1.2m x 2mm Black

SEB01BENCHKIT

ESD Rubber Bench Mat Kit

®

Kit includes:
•
Common Ground Point Wire
•
Coil Cord
•
Wrist Band Dark Blue
•
Yellow Earth Bonding Plug – UK
•
3 Pin Plug Adaptor - SA

Kit includes:
•
Floormat Grounding Wire
•
Yellow Earth Bonding Plug – UK
•
3 Pin Plug Adaptor - SA

ESD Rubber Bench Mat

Economical ESD work bench mat
Rubber ESD bench mat fitted with 10 mm male stud. • Solder
iron resistant and low reflecting surface, ideal for working with
electrical components. • Easy to clean smooth surface. •
Conforms to IEC 61340-5-1. • Point to point resistance (Rp-p):
1.2 x 104 Ω • Material: Rubber • Product Height: 2 mm
Size

Black

0.6 m x 1.2 m x 2 mm

NEW

ESDB010005

ESD Mats & Equipment | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Wristbands

Comfortable and functional
grounding wristband
Crochet style elasticated, fully adjustable
wristband, manufactured in the UK. •
Woven silver monofilaments conduct
static while providing excellent band to
skin contact. • Fits to the coiled ground
wire via a 10mm male stud. • Meets or
exceeds IEC61340-5-1.

Standard plug to connect ESD floor or bench mats to earth
An ideal solution to connect bench and floor mats to ground to avoid injury to personnel
and damage to components. • Works well with the anti-static wristband for personnel.
• Neutral and mains voltage pins are made from plastic, whilst the earth pin is metal for
guaranteed safety. • UK and EU versions available. • Does not have a resistor as this
is integrated with the grounding wire.

Common Point Ground Wire

Floor Mat Grounding Wire

10mm female stud at one end for connection
to a 10mm male stud on an Earth Bonding
Plug. • 10mm female stud for connection
to the mat, along with a 10mm male stud.
• 4mm banana socket for connection to
operator coil cord. • Length: 4.5 m wire for
connection to earth plug.

Grounding wire for use with floor mats to
help prevent static which could damage
equipment. • Conforms to 10mm
connection. • Easy connection with
female studs on each end. • Fitted
with a 1 meg Ω resistor to help static
discharge.

Safely grounds ESD Matting and
operators

28

UK Earth Bonding Plug

Help protect equipment from static
with an earth grounding wire

Coil Cord

For use with an ESD Wristband
PE conductive coil cord. • Good coil
memory and tangle-free. • 1 meg Ω
resistor incorporated for operator safety.
• 10mm female stud to 10mm female
stud. • Max length: 1.8 m.

ESD Mats & Equipment | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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ESD Explained
Electrostatic Discharge (or ESD) is the sudden release
of electricity between two electrically charged objects,
commonly referred to as static electricity.

An effective solution is static-dissipative floor or work bench
matting (ESD matting) which has conductive properties to
draw the electric current away from the component.

Facilities where electronic components are manufactured,
data centres or areas where flammable materials are
present, are just some examples of locations that have to be
especially careful in controlling ESD.

For ultimate protection, they are used in conjunction
with specialist ESD accessories such as heel grounders,
wristbands and cords.

It is critical not to confuse static-dissipative (ESD) matting with ‘Anti-Static’ or ‘electrical switchboard matting’.
Resistance Ω

103 to 105

105 to 109

109 to 1012

> 1013

Type

Conductive

Dissipative

Anti-Static

Insulative

Function

No initial charge.
Provides path for charge
to bleed off.

No or low initial charge.
Prevents discharge to or
from human contact.

Initial charges are
suppressed.

Insulators and base
polymers. Not ESD.

4

4
5

2

2

3

1

3

1

ESD floor mat safety
Choose the appropriate floor mat(1) for your workbench in
line with resistance requirements. Electrical resistance is
measured in ohms or shown as this symbol Ω.
Operatives are advised to use two heel grounders(2),
featuring a grounding tab to be used in the shoe, under the
foot. Having chosen the appropriate floor mat, ensure you
have a compatible floor mat grounding wire(3) to connect the
earth bonding plug(4) to the mat.

ESD workbench safety
Choose the appropriate mat for your workbench(1) in
line with resistance requirements. ESD wristbands(2) are
recommended to ground the operator when working with
electronic components.
The fabric bands feature silver monofilaments for
conductivity. They are designed to be fitted to a coiled
grounding cord(3) and used in conjunction with a compliant
earth bonding plug(4). A common point grounding wire(5)
connects the plug to the mat.

ESD Mats & Equipment | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Floor Level Safety Accessories
Defining danger and increasing safety

Cable Protectors help to reduce dangerous trip hazards from trailing cables, an effective floor
safety accessory for many different environments. We also offer a choice of floor and barrier tapes,
which provide an easy visual aid for clearly highlighting areas of danger, or for the demarcation
of specific zones as well as line marking paints. There are also easy install self-adhesive anti-slip
products for stairs and tiled floors for added safety, as well as products to protect floor coverings.

CablePro GP

All-purpose cable cover available in 3 m or 9 m lengths
Reduce trip hazards caused by trailing cables. • Protect
cables and wires from being pulled and causing costly damage
to equipment. • Hazard strip version for increased visibility.
• Tapered edges to reduce trip hazards. • For inside and
outside use. • Ideal for offices, warehouses, events, shows and
exhibitions.

Part

Colour

3m

9m

GP1

Black

CP010012

CP010005

GP1 Safety
GP2
GP2 Safety

Black/Yellow

CP010711

CP010701

Black

CP010013

CP010006

Black/Yellow

CP010712

CP010702

GP1

GP1 Safety
14mm ±1

8mm ±1

11mm ±1

68mm ±2

GP2

GP2 Safety

30mm ±2

10mm ±1

14mm ±1

83mm ±2
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CablePro Data

Protect data cables,
reduce trip hazards

Colour

3m

9m

Data1

Black

CP010010

CP010003

Data2

Black

CP010011

CP010004

Data2

15mm ±0.6

30mm ±1

10mm ±0.5

20mm ±1
14mm ±1

Part

Data1

14mm ±0.6

Ideal for keeping multiple cable types
separated. • Seam in base for snapping
in cables. • Reduce trip hazards
caused by trailing cables. • Tapered
edges to reduce trip hazards. • For
inside and outside use. • Ideal for
offices, warehouses, events, shows and
exhibitions.

10mm ±1

83mm ±2

108mm ±2

CablePro HD

One or two duct heavyduty cable protector
HD1

HD2

28mm ±1

30mm ±1

Ø23mm ±1

Ø23mm ±1

127mm ±2

156mm ±2

Tough ramped edges keep cables
protected from wheeled traffic such
as cars and forklifts. • Large 23mm
diameter channels accommodate heavyduty cables. • Suitable as indoor or
outdoor cable protector. • Ideal for
industry, warehouses, events, shows and
exhibitions.
Part

Colour

3m

4.5 m

9m

HD1

Black

CP010007

-

CP010001

HD2

Black

-

CP010009 CP010002

CablePro Mat

Designed to be laid over cables to reduce trip hazards
Special cable mats for protection from tripping hazards due to loose cables lying
around. • Extremely durable nylon surface in dappled colour shades. • Cleated
non-slip backing made from durable nitrile rubber with integrated cable run. • Edge
in hazard stripe. • Light-resistant and suitable for underfloor heating. • Anti-static.
• Easy to lay out, reposition and clean. • Ideal for events, shows and exhibitions. •
Material: PA • Product Height: 13mm
Size
0.4 m x 1.2 m

Part Code
CPM010701

Floor Level Safety Accessories | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

COBAtape

Clearly define areas and hazards with floor tape
A self-adhesive backed vinyl floor tape to quickly mark lines on floors. • An ideal solution to mark out areas within factories and
industrial settings. • Available in a number of colours, with plain and hazard striped options available to increase visibility further.

Size
50mm x 33 m

Black

Green

Blue

Red

Yellow

White

White/Red

Black/Yellow

White/Green

TP010002

TP040002

TP020002

TP030002

TP070002

TP130002

TP130302

TP010702

TP130402

Barrier Tape

Create temporary barriers
to hazardous areas
Durable and easy to apply to inside or
outside areas. • Red and white striped
means the tape is highly visible. • Strong
non-adhesive polyethylene barrier tape for
industrial environments.
Size
76.2mm x 500 m

NEW
32
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Gripfoot

Improve grip on smooth surfaces
with an abrasive grit finish
Self-adhesive tapes, cleats or tiles with an abrasive grip surface
which helps to improve anti-slip properties. • A hardwearing
and easy to install solution to help prevent slips and trips. •
Available in a range of colours, including a hazard version which
provides high visibility in darkness and low light conditions.
• Gripfoot Tape – versatile for floor surfaces, machinery and
vehicles. • Gripfoot Cleats (rectangular) are designed for use
on steps and stairs. • Gripfoot Tiles (square) are ideal for
increasing safety on smooth, tiled floors. • Slip tested to DIN
51130. • Material: Abrasive grit consisting of aluminium oxide
bonded to a polymer substrate. Solvent based acrylic emulsion
adhesive backing. Product supplied with a moisture resistant
release liner.
Tapes
25mm x 18.3 m

Black

Luminous

Clear

GF010001

GF110001

GF120001

50mm x 18.3 m

GF010002

-

GF120002

102mm x 18.3 m

GF010003

-

GF120003

152mm x 18.3 m

GF010004

-

GF120004
Aqua White

Tiles
140mm x 140mm
140mm x 140mm (10 pk)
Cleats
152mm x 610mm

Size
50mm x 18.3 m

Black

Aqua Clear

GF010005

-GF120005A

-

-

GF120005

GF130005A

Black

Clear

GF010006

GF120006 (10pk)

NEW

Black

Green

Blue

Red

Yellow

Luminous

Clear

Black/Yellow

Red/White

GF010002

GF040002

GF020002

GF030002

GF070002

GF110002

GF120002

GF010702

GF031002

Gripfoot Conformable

Improve grip on irregular surfaces
with this abrasive grip finish
Self-adhesive foiled backing tape with an
abrasive surface to help improve anti-slip
properties. • A foiled backing allows
for rolling and hammering into shape on
irregular surfaces.

Sizes

Black

50mm x 18.3 m

GF010002C

102mm x 18.3 m

GF010003C

152mm x 18.3 m

GF010004C

140mm x 140mm

GF010005C

152mm x 610mm

GF010006C
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COBAGRiP®
COBAGRiP® is a range of UV stabilised GRP sheets,
treads and stair nosing designed to offer exceptional
levels of slip-resistance both indoors and out, while
having outstanding wear and tear qualities. It is an ideal
underfoot safety solution for pedestrian and factory
walkways, access ramps, gangways and bridges.
The silicone carbide ‘gritted’ top surface provides effective
underfoot grip and is resistant to most solvents and
chemicals. It is manufactured using flame retardant materials.
Easy to install, simply bond or screw to the existing floor
surface, COBAGRiP® is a cost-effective means of refurbishing
damaged or slippery floors. Easy to clean (pressure wash).
*Ramp Slip Tested to R13 in accordance with DIN 51130: 2010.
Pendulum Slip Tested in accordance with BS 7976-2: 2002.

COBAGRiP® Sheet

COBAGRiP® Light

An easy to install anti-slip solution for
internal and external areas. • Simply
bond or screw the GRP flooring onto the
existing floor surface. • Available in a
range of colours which meet the Equality
Act requirements, including black, grey
and yellow. • Product Height: 5mm

An easy to install anti-slip solution for
internal and external areas. • Made
from silicon carbide it’s ideal for use on
undulating surfaces including factory
walkways, ramps and bridges. • Simply
bond or screw the GRP flooring onto the
existing floor surface. • Product Height:
2.4mm

Sheet

Light

GRP flooring is the ideal
solution to combat slip hazards
such as liquids and ice

1.2m x 1.2m - 5mm
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Black
GRP010002

GRP flooring solution for use
on undulating surfaces

1.2m x 1.2m - 2.4mm

Black
GRP010002L

Floor Level Safety Accessories | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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COBAGRiP® Stair Tread

Increase stair safety with a non-slip
silicon carbide surface finish
Fully cover a stair area with an anti-slip surface. • Each stair
tread covers the entire step area, overlapping the edge onto the
riser acting as stair protectors. • Available in yellow or white,
which both meet current Equality Act requirements. • The
perfect match with our COBAGRiP Sheet.
Stair Treads

Black/Yellow

1.5m x 345mm x 55mm

GRP010703S

COBAGRiP® Stair Nosing

Increase stair safety with highly
visible anti-slip stair nosing
Durable and easy to install on both existing and new-build steps.
• A hard wearing, gritty surface available in bright colours helps
protect against slips and trips whilst meeting the Equality Act
requirements (DDA). • Manufactured with chamfered back
edge for additional safety.
Stair Nosings

Yellow

1.5m x 55mm x 55mm

GRP070003N

1m x 55mm x 55mm

GRP070004N

Floor Level Safety Accessories | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Floor Coverings
External and internal floorcoverings

Our expansion into the flooring market has brought with it a choice of
floor covering products for commercial and industrial environments.

Interlocking Colour PVC Tiles
Easy to install Interlocking
PVC tiles, perfect for a quick
solution to damaged floors

Easy DIY installation - no adhesive
required. • Installation instructions
provided. • An ideal low cost solution for
refurbishing floor surfaces. • This product
may discolour and warp if laid in areas
exposed to direct sunlight. • Available
in Red, Yellow, Grey or Blue. • Minimum
Order Quantity 50m2 (200 tiles)
Product Height: 5mm /7.2 mm
Size

Variety

500x500x5mm

5300EA

Black

500x500x5mm

5300CEA

Colour Palette*

500x500x7.2mm

5300EA7

Black

500x500x7.2mm

5300CEA7

Colour Palette

*Sold per tile
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Colour

Floor Coverings | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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Standing Comfort
at Hotter Shoes
Hotter Shoes is a long-established British brand of footwear
synonymous with comfort and style. Headquartered in Lancashire,
the company has invested heavily in making it one of the most
advanced shoe making facilities in the world. Today, it is the largest
shoe manufacturer in the UK. Orthomat® Standard anti-fatigue
matting has recently been installed in Hotter’s manufacturing facility.
With a brand such as Hotter, ‘comfort’ is an inherent part of
the company’s ethos and the catalyst for the ‘Hotter Comfort
Concept’. This extends to the comfort and wellbeing of its
employees who work in the factory, and regularly have tasks that
require prolonged standing.
“As a producer of Britain’s best comfort footwear brand,
it only seemed appropriate that our manufacturing and
finishing staff should have a comfortable environment in
which to work,” says Andrew Glover, Health, Safety & Facilities
Manager CMIOSH.
Explaining the rationale behind the decision to install anti-fatigue
mats in Hotter’s manufacturing facility, Andrew says:

“We commissioned a survey and found
that staff carrying out repetitive actions
in a static position were twice as likely
to experience work-related absence,
such as fatigue, foot and muscular pain,
compared to those roles where walking
and movement were present.”
As promoted in COBA Europe’s eBook #StandUpForHealth,
we are all being advised to ‘move more’ for better health.
“Our bodies need to move, and using our muscles is good
for the joints, our circulation and the heart itself. Many
injuries caused by static standing for extended periods such
as aches, stiffness and rheumatic diseases are a result of
poor movement in work-related activities.”
Anti-fatigue mats, coupled with microbreaks, role changes
and better employee ‘rest’ initiatives, are proving part of the
solution for Hotter.

KwikLok

100% Recycled PVC Interlocking Floor Tiles
An ideal low cost solution for refurbishing floor surfaces • Easy
DIY installation - no adhesive required. • Installation instructions
provided. • Non-conductive and fire resistant. • An ideal low cost
solution for refurbishing floor surfaces. • Please note: This product
may discolour and warp if laid in areas exposed to direct sunlight or
extreme temperatures. • Material: 100% recycled PVC • Product
Height: 6mm
Size
465mm x 465mm
Edging (Only on special order)
465mm x 30mm

Floor Coverings | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

6mm
RUBKL6
6mm
RUBLKR6

Entrance Matting Systems
From prestige to budget, we’ve got it covered

The COBA Africa Matco brand offers an extensive range of Aluminium, Carpet and PVC Tiled based
entrance matting systems that are both stylish and deliver superior wear resistance for busy areas
subjected to high volumes of pedestrian footfall. Many of our options have environmentally-friendly
credentials, incorporating recycled materials in their manufacture. Whether it is interlinking entrance
tiles, carpet on rolls or a custom made aluminium system, our fully trained sales team can advise at
every stage of specification and installation.

Plan.a

Defend against dirt and moisture with
versatile aluminium entrance matting
Robust, high-quality aluminium system for heavy-duty use designed
to cope with high footfall. • Flexible, yet durable PVC linking joints
for ease of handling and easy fitting. • Custom-made to order
to your specification. • Choose from one, or a combination of
different surface options. • Fire tested to BS EN 13501-1 and slip
tested to BS 7676-2. • Product Height: 10mm or 17mm

NEW

Insert Options

Low Profile
4mm

A

10mm

D

B

42mm

Alba

C
Berber Point
(Needlepunch)

Standard Profile
A
Open

Closed

4mm
17mm

Material Key
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A

Carpet / PVC inserts

B

Aluminium

C

Flexible PVC connector

D

Foam cushion

B

32mm

D
C

Description

Alba Inserts

Berber Inserts

PVC Brushes

Plan A Low Profile 10mm Open Construction With Alba Inserts Per M

PLANA0001

PLANA0005

PLANA0013

Plan A Low Profile 10mm Closed Construction With Alba Inserts Per M

PLANA0002

PLANA0006

PLANA0014

Plan A Standard Profile 17mm Open Construction With Alba Inserts Per M

PLANA0003

PLANA0007

PLANA0015

Plan A Standard Profile 17mm Closed Construction With Alba Inserts Per M

PLANA0004

PLANA0008

PLANA0016

Entrance Matting Systems | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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The Client’s Reaction
“COBA only had a very restricted time to fit the entrance matting in three
different locations, so the pressure was immense but still COBA’s team
managed to deliver on time and with great precision. They were a very
good team, professional, conscientious, attentive and reactive to our
business needs,” says Armelle Rainjonneau, House Manager – The
Bridgewater Hall. She added: “I have no issues in recommending COBA
to other organisations. We experienced good all-round service and we
are very pleased with the finished result.”

The Project
Contractor:
Project:
Location:
Products:

Manufactured and installed by COBA Europe
The Bridgewater Hall
Manchester
Plan.a

The Bridgewater Hall, officially opened in 1996, is Manchester’s
internationally acclaimed concert venue which hosts over 250
musical performances a year, spanning a wide range of musical
genres.
New entrance mats were required for The Public Main Entrance, The
Box Office Entrance and The Artists’ Entrance.

and custom-made to order for the three recessed matwells, and
subsequently installed by COBA.
One of the main challenges of the installation was the tight
timescales – the matting had to be installed swiftly to ensure
completion before the evening performance.
The installation involved removing the old matting and carrying out
some sub-floor preparation to ensure the surface area was level.
Plan.a with Alba (nylon) carpet and PVC scrapers was then installed
in each area. The Bridgewater Hall opted for a closed construction
surface design.

COBA Europe was recommended by The Bridgewater Hall’s
janitorial supplier to provide the solution. Plan.a was selected

How to Specify Entrance Matting

Contaminants

All of our products protect
you against contaminants
but some products are
more effective than others
for removing either dirt or
moisture. Use these icons to
determine which.

This brief guide is intended to assist you in making the right choice of entrance matting first time
around. Our Support Team is also on hand to answer any queries and arrange site surveys for
the most accurate product specifications.Look out for the icons throughout this catalogue,
to help you find the best suited products for your environment.

Most Effective
Against Dirt/Soil

Zones

We recommend a zoning system when
choosing your entrance matting. Whether
your entrance extends outdoors or is fully
covered, creating three zones delivers
optimum dirt barrier performance, ensuring
interior floors are kept clean and hazard
free.

Zone 1

Zone 1 is all about scraping and
removing the initial ‘surface’ dirt, mud
and moisture. The matting should
have a more abrasive surface, or tough
bristle, for scraping action.

2
1

Zone 2

Zone 2 is usually the location of
the main entrance mat section.
Often set in a recessed matwell,
it is designed to capture dirt and
moisture for removal later on.

Pedestrian Traffic

It is important that matting is a sufficient length to allow moisture and debris to
be wiped off footwear as people walk across the mat. Our COBA Africa team
recommends a minimum of six footsteps for this to be effective.

Light
Less than
80 people per
hour 3-4 metres

Medium
Up to 300 people
per hour
6-7 metres

Most Effective
Against Moisture

3

High
Around 600
people per hour
8-10 metres

Very High
Over 5,000 people
per day
9-12 metres

Zone 3

Zone 3 cleans and dries the
soles of shoes or wheels,
before they finally reach the
internal floor coverings.

Wheeled Traffic

Depending on the nature of the building, the entrance may have to contend with
different types of wheeled traffic. It is important that all matting complies with
National Building Regulations Act so that wheelchairs can safely move on and off.

Light
Suitcases,
Wheelchairs

Medium
Supermarket Trolleys,
Sack barrows,
Luggage trolleys

Heavy Duty
Supermarket
Cages, Pallet
Trucks

Max Duty
Forklift Trucks,
Hydraulic Cranes

Entrance Matting Systems | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Treadwell

Recycled, hardwearing
entrance floor tiles
Ideal for entrances with medium to high
footfall. • Fit for use with trolleys. •
Entrance floor tile manufactured from
90-100% recycled material. • Looks
stylish when laid in uniform or parquet. •
Easy to install. • Can be used for zone
1 to 3 in an entrance matting system. •
Product Height: 10mm

Brown

Size
300mm x 300mm
(Pack of 10)

Blue

Brown

Blue

TW050001BR

TW050001BLU

Premier Grip

100% recycled PVC interlocking tile system
Suitable for use indoors and outdoors. • Dirt-scraping raised
nodules. • Small holes provide efficient drainage. • Suitable for
wheeled access. • Easy to install, clean and maintain. • Fire
tested to EN13501 Euro classification E(F1) and slip tested to DIN
51130: 1992 • Links directly with Premier Track & Premier Star
Gripper tiles • Product Height: 12.5 mm

Black

Size
456mm x 306mm

40

Grey

Black

Grey

PG010001

PG060001

Entrance Matting Systems | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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Supply & Install
Supply:
With distribution centres across Africa, we’re proud to be able
to offer next day delivery on many of our products, perfect for
those last minute jobs! Our EasyInstallTM range of entrance
matting has been developed with this in mind. Off the shelf,
modular systems, they are quick to order and install. If you’ve
got more time to spare, why not get in touch with our team for
free samples, site surveys and support!

Installation:
Specifying the right entrance matting for your building is one
thing but installation of some of the most popular systems such
as aluminium matting is also a specialist job. That’s why we offer
a complete supply and install service.
Our trusted team have years of experience working with COBA
products, and know them inside out. We can even install your
project overnight to prevent any business downtime. Once we’ve
installed your project we’ll clear up and dispose of any rubbish,
leaving you to admire your new flooring installation!

Entrance Architect
Become an Expert on Entrance and Barrier Matting with Entrance
Architect the latest app from COBA Africa.
Download Entrance Architect FREE today on the Apple or Android
app stores!

Entrance Matting Systems | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

NEW
Premier Track

Protect internal flooring with
heavy-duty, premium quality entrance tiles
Effectively removes moisture and debris, even from wheeled
trolleys, without buckling. • Safe for high heeled footwear,
heels won’t get stuck in the tiles. • Exceptionally durable carpet
inserts manufactured from ECONYL®, a recycled nylon material
made from discarded fishing nets and other sources. • Ideal for
recessed entrance wells. • Fire tested to BS EN 13501-1 and
slip tested to BS 7676-2.

Anthracite

Grey

Size

Anthracite

Grey

456mm x 306mm (Closed) 12.5mm

PT010101C

PT010601C

PT010101

PT010601

456mm x 306mm (Open) 12.5mm

Premier Star Gripper Plus

Ideal for recessed entrance wells
Interlocking entrance tiles designed for a matwell. • Two surface
options available: Polypropylene carpet or Woven Brush. • Solid
surface tiles effectively capture dirt to protect interior floors •
Woven Brush are hardwearing inserts, suitable for external use,
scraping dirt and wiping moisture. • Woven Brush showed no
wear or tear after 100 000 scrapes with point weight of 2kg. •
PVC base tile is manufactured from 100% recycled materials
• Suitable for high volume footfall in commercial locations. •
Product height is 12.5mm.

Polypropylene Insert

Woven Brush Insert

Charcoal

Charcoal

NEW
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(Open)

(Closed)

Size: 456mm x 306mm

Size: 456mm x 306mm

Product Height: 12.5mm

Product Height: 12.5mm

Polypropylene Insert Charcoal:
PSG010001

Polypropylene Insert
Charcoal: PSG010001C

Woven Brush Insert Charcoal: Grey PSG010002

Woven Brush Insert Charcoal:
PSG010002C

Entrance Matting Systems | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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NEW

Agate

Amethyst

Azure

Boron

Carbon

Cavern

Charcoal

Garnet

Hurricane

Jasper

Jute

Lava

Maldives

Mali

Mica

Mink

Sapphire

Senegal

Shamrock

Neon

Neutral Beige

Onyx

Turkey

Berber Point

Versatile dirt scraper carpet available in long runs
Textured stainproof Miracle Fibre (polypropylene) & Eco Fibre
Blend provide outstanding scraper action. • Non-slip gripper
back. • Popular for both interior walkways and reception areas
providing a total dirt-barrier solution. • Also frequently used in
recessed matwells in entrance areas. • Available with optional
edging. • Suitable for glue down or lay to surface applications.•
Product Height: 6-9mm

Sizes
3.6m x per sqm unbacked
3.6m x per sqm backed with bubber

Charcoal

Turkey

BER921

BER922

Assortment
BER920

BER921C

BER922C

BER920C

Dm Aluminium

Robust, high-quality aluminium system for heavy-duty use
Durable linking joints for ease of handling/fitting. • Suitable for
high volume footfall in commercial locations. • Three surface
options available: 1. Woven Brush 2. Berber Point 3. Alba. • Woven
Brush showed no wear or tear after 100 000 scrapes with point
weight of 2kg.• Custom-made to order. • Fire tested to BS EN
13501-1 and slip tested to BS 7676-2. • Product Height: 12mm

Size (Woven Brush Insert)
Per m2

Charcoal
DMA010002

Size (Berber Point Insert)
Per m2

Charcoal
DMA010001

Size (Alba Insert)
Per m2

Anthracite
DMA010003

Insert Options
Berber Point Insert

Woven Brush Insert

Alba Insert

Charcoal

Charcoal

Anthracite

Entrance Matting Systems | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com
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Trio Brush

Stylish carpet entrance matting designed to protect
internal flooring
Textured polypropylene fibres combined with alternating woven
brush and polyamide strips provide outstanding scraping and
drying action. • Popular for both interior walkways and reception
areas providing a total dirt-barrier solution. • Also frequently used
in recessed matwells in entrance areas. • Suitable for recessed

2m x per square metre

Anthracite

Brown

PMTB010001

PMTB050001

PMTB010001C

PMTB050001C

Size

Logo

Logo/ m2

PMTBLOGO

AVAIL A

E LO

AB

2m x 20m

G

O

Sizes

Brown

BL

LE LOG

matwells or lay to surface with bevelled edging applications. •
Product Height: 10mm

Anthracite

V
O A AI L

Trio Scraper

Sizes

Superior high traffic entrance matting

2m x 20m
2m x per square metre

Brown

Anthracite

Grey

PMD050001

PMD010001

PMD060001

PMD050001C

PMD010001C

PMD060001C

Install in recessed mat wells or loose-lay with bevelled edging. •
Anti-slip latex backing. • Flame retardancy EN 13501-1 (2002) •
Material: 100% polypropylene needle ribs alternated with woven
brush and drying stripes in polyamide • Product Height: 13mm

Brown
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Anthracite
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V
O A AI L

Super Scraper

Quality barrier mat for exterior use
100% polypropylene needle ribs alternated with polyamide
brush strips, and perforated holes for drainage. • The ideal
choice for facility entrance loose lay with PVC Edging or in a
matwell. • Brushes debris from footwear, while also wiping
moisture. • Suitable for indoor and outdoor entrance areas with
sheltered canopies. • Material:100% polypropylene needle ribs
alternated with polyamide brush strips and drainage perforation
• Product Height: 13mm
Black
Sizes
2m x 20m
2m x per square metre

Black

Brown

Grey

PMS010001

PMS050001

PMS060001

PMS010001C

PMS050001C

PMS060001C

Brown

Grey

Royal Victoria Place Shopping Centre
Kent, UK
Premier Track Tiles and Premier Grip Tiles
incorporating Logo Mat
Royal Victoria Place Shopping Centre has installed Premier
Tiles, complete with the integration of a customised Logo Mat,
in its two main public entrance areas. The Shopping Centre,
attracting over 10 million visitors per annum, required an
entrance system that was durable and functional, yet looked
smart too. UK Facilities Solutions carried out the installation in
recessed matwells, and considered it to be a straightforward
and hassle-free task.

Read the case study in full,
and other similar examples,
at www.cobaafrica.com

“The new entrance matting has really refreshed both entrances
to Royal Victoria Place, and we are very pleased with its
appearance and performance. The logo effectively promotes
our brand, and creates a positive first impression,” says Nick
Connell, Operations Manager, Royal Victoria Place Shopping
Centre.

Entrance Matting Systems | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

COVID-19 Response Range
Products and guidance on managing facilities during the Coronavirus
pandemic in 2020.

Introduction
The global Coronavirus pandemic in 2020 caused governments, businesses and the
public to take unprecedented steps to protect themselves. Whilst measures vary
geographically, social interaction and hygiene practises are still greatly affected
worldwide. Social distancing and contamination control are effective ways to reduce
virus spread. This range of social distancing and hygiene products from COBA are
designed to help businesses operate efficiently and safely.

The Issues
Social distancing

social distancing messaging. And our newer Hygimat product

Visual aids are key to communicate to visitors

locations.

is an ideal way to bring fatigue relief into hygienic sensitive

and employees your specific guidance around
social distancing. The South African government’s guidance

Cross-contamination

on social distancing remains 1.5 metres wherever possible. For
businesses that can’t operate with 1.5 metres such as pubs

There has been a huge campaign of public

and hairdressers, we have a range of smaller mats, including
directional signs and other instructions around enhanced
hygiene such as hand sanitisation.

items that may be carrying viruses. There is perhaps less
awareness around viruses and other germs being transported

Fatigue

on people’s footwear between different buildings and
One thing that hasn’t changed since the
COVID-19 pandemic reached South Africa, is that
key workers across the country in supermarkets,
warehouses, and manufacturing locations have

stoically been attending work. Issues from standing fatigue and
health ailments caused by prolonged standing haven’t gone
away. We’ve updated two of our key Orthomat® products with

46

awareness since the pandemic began and so
everyone is aware the risks posed by physical contact with

departments.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, contamination control is
more important now than ever before. Contamination between
buildings and rooms occurs at the threshold, and all doorways
have one thing in common, a doormat. Our range of tack
mats and entrance mats are designed to improve hygiene and
reduce walked in bacteria and other particles.

COVID-19 Response Range | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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Social Distancing

Social Distancing Floor Mats

Loose lay floor mats to promote social distancing,
and health and hygiene awareness
• Communicate hygiene and social distancing rules to your staff or
customers to limit the spread of Coronavirus. • Ideal for all public
buildings including retail, hospitality, healthcare, supermarkets, and
offices. • A cost effective and durable way to demonstrate that your
business is ‘COVID-19 Secure’. • Printed digitally for superb colour
reproduction and definition. • Low profile borders to reduce the risk
of trips. • Machine washable at 30ºC. • Mats stay in place thanks
to vinyl backing, but can also be relocated and washed unlike floor
stickers. • Superior Nitrile Rubber backing with Twist Pile finish
available for high traffic areas. • PVC backing is available in both
Velour and Twist Pile finish, and the unedged option has a Velour
finish. • Delivery in 2 weeks. • Product Height: +-6 mm.

Twist Pile Edged

Mat Size

0.65 m x 1.5 m

0.65 m x 1.5 m

1 m x 1.5 m

1 m x 1.5 m

Material

Backing

Twist Pile

Velour Pile

Twist or Velour Pile

Velour Pile

Nitrile Edged

Vinyl Edged

PVC Edged

PVC Unedged

People Red

SDM000006

SDM000014M

SDM000008

SDM-Unedged01

SDM000011

SDM000015M

SDM000013

SDM-Unedged04

Footprints Red

SDM000010

SDM000016M

SDM000012

SDM-Unedged03

SDM000007

SDM000017M

SDM000009

SDM-Unedged02

People Blue

Footprints Blue
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Velour Pile Unedged

COVID-19 Response Range | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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Social Distancing

Social Distancing & Sign Mats

Floor mats to promote health and hygiene awareness
including social distancing
• Communicate hygiene and social distancing rules to your staff or
customers to limit the spread of Coronavirus. • Ideal for all public
buildings including retail, hospitality, healthcare, supermarkets, and
offices. • A cost effective and durable way to demonstrate that your
business is ‘COVID-19 Secure.’ • No more expensive floor stickers
but can be relocated and washed with ease. • Low profile borders
to reduce the risk of trips. • Printed digitally for superb colour
reproduction and definition. • Machine washable at 30ºC. • Product
Weight: 3 kg. • Product Height: 6 mm.

Mat Size

Part Number

Colour

600 mm x 400 mm (Pack of 2)
Please Wait Here - Velour Pile with PVC Edging

SDM020005

Blue

600 mm x 400 mm (Pack of 2)
Sanitise - Velour Pile with PVC Edging

SDM020007

Blue

COVID-19 Response Range | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Social Distancing

Branded Social Distancing Floor Mats
Branded floor mats to promote social distancing
available in standard and bespoke sizes

• Communicate social distancing rules to your staff or customers
to reduce coronavirus spread. • Mats can be designed to include
your logo and match your brand guidelines – creating a better
experience for staff and customers. • Cost effective and durable
way to demonstrate your commitment to health and safety. • Printed
digitally for superb colour reproduction and definition. • Low profile
borders to reduce the risk of trips. • Machine washable at 30ºC. •
Mats stay in place thanks to vinyl backing, but can also be relocated
and washed unlike floor stickers. • Product Height: 6 mm.

Bespoke sizes

SDM000005

KEEP
YOUR
DISTANCE

STOP!

Choose from standard designs or create
your own to compliment your brand. Adding
your logo creates a strong visual impact
while showing customers you care.

50
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Business
Being COVID-19 Secure
Many businesses, such as supermarkets, manufacturers

floor tape, floor mats, and signage, is the most effective way to

and logistics providers have remained open throughout the

communicate your rules when there may not be a member of

pandemic to serve key workers and key industries, and therefore

staff available. Mats are great because they can be picked up and

have had to learn how to mitigate risk and meet government

moved around.

recommendations around health and safety as they go. Other
industries such as hospitality and retail, having been closed for
several months, are also now determining what their ‘new normal’
will look like. In either case we are in unchartered territory for most
people, and are learning as we go.

Enforcing Social Distancing

Reducing cross-contamination
Most responsible people now know to wash or sanitise their
hands, not touch their face, and not touch things they don’t need
to. However, in nearly all businesses there is a level of human
interaction required to communicate. SafeScreen Pro offers a
clear barrier that can protect people at their desk or reception.

Whether it’s general messaging at the door, one way systems,

Also, simply moving around a building or site also presents the

or reminders to stay hygienic, businesses are thinking about

hidden danger of contamination from footwear. Viruses fall to

how people move around their workplaces in more detail than

the floor and can be tracked around by people walking. With a

ever before. Every business and every building will have its own

disinfectant mat at key thresholds this form of contamination can

specific needs, but using frequent visual reminders such as

be stopped dead.
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Social Distancing Scatter Mats for Schools

Loose lay floor mats to promote social distancing in education
• Communicate social distancing rules to your pupils to reduce risk of
coronavirus spread. • Ideal for nurseries, playgroups and primary schools.
• Help children maintain social distancing quickly and easily during reading
time, assemblies or whilst cueing. • Cost effective and durable way to
demonstrate social distancing measures. • Available in packs of 8 scatter
mats for classrooms. • Printed digitally for superb colour reproduction and
a bright appearance that enhances the classroom. • Low profile borders
to reduce the risk of trips. • Machine washable at 30ºC. • Mats stay in
place thanks to vinyl backing, but can also be relocated and washed
unlike floor stickers. • Product Height: 6 mm.
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Mat Size

Part Number

Colour

400 mm x 400 mm

SDM000004

Safari Animals (Pack of 8)

COVID-19 Response Range | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.

Education
Being COVID-19 Secure

With schools already reopen for some pupils and more due to return soon, social distancing
rules will need to be followed for the safety of the children, their teachers, and the community.
This is a big challenge for school staff, especially those in early years education.

The unprecedented circumstances we find ourselves in are a
challenge for everyone. Even more for all those in schools and
nurseries, as it is vital to communicate the importance of staying
apart to children in addition to the pressures of the regular
curriculum.
A lot of adults struggle with the advice given by scientists and
the government and are not always sure what is the best way
to deal with a situation. So how can young people be expected
to understand and cope with this in order to be kept as safe as
possible?
It is not only the classroom and the playground but also drop off
and pick up times, lunch, and the handling of equipment has to
be taken into consideration.

Hygiene and distancing
New routines have to be established, washing hands more often,
disinfecting surfaces and children not sitting or standing as close
to their friends as they might like. This is a very big ask for all
young people. Smaller children may struggle to understand the
seriousness of the situation, and teenagers, who by nature are
more likely to test rules and boundaries.

Visuals help understanding and retention
We all know the saying – a picture paints a thousand words. And
it is true, particularly when it comes to remembering advice when
surrounded by distractions.
This starts with easy to apply and highly visible segmentation in
drop off zones and in the playground, which can be achieved by
using self-adhesive tapes or line making paint to highlight spaces
for different groups and distances that should be kept in different
colours.

Social distancing help for little people
Clear and easy to understand messaging is provided with our
social distancing mats especially designed for schools, colleges
and universities. They are easy to lay out, stay in place but can
be relocated with ease. The social distancing floor mats can be
machine washed to keep their appealing look and their important
message visible over time, unlike than floor stickers that may
deteriorate and need to be replaced after time. For small children
we have smaller mats with cute animal motives to mark areas of
personal play space in nursery or classrooms.

COVID-19 Response Range | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com
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COBAtape for Social Distancing

Clearly define areas to promote social distancing
with floor tape
• Communicate social distancing rules to your staff or customers to
reduce coronavirus spread. • Ideal for all public buildings including
hospitals, supermarkets, and offices, as well as factories and
industrial settings. • Cost effective and durable way to demonstrate
that you take health and safety seriously. • Self-adhesive backed
vinyl floor tape quickly marks lines on floors. • Available in a number
of colours, with plain and hazard striped options available to
increase visibility further. • For pedestrian use only. • Clean surface
prior to adhesion.
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Size

Part Code

50 mm x 33 m

TP010002

Colour
Black

50 mm x 33 m

TP010702

Black/Yellow

50 mm x 33 m

TP020002

Blue

50 mm x 33 m

TP030002

Red

50 mm x 33 m

TP040002

Green
Yellow

50 mm x 33 m

TP070002

50 mm x 33 m

TP130002

White

50 mm x 33 m

TP130302

White/Red

50 mm x 33 m

TP130402

White/Green

COVID-19 Response Range | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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Orthomat® Social Distancing Mats

Reduce standing fatigue and highlight social distancing
• Reduce strain and tiredness from standing with these comfortable
foam mats. • Keep employees safe by communicating social
distancing rules clearly. • Premium option has two layers for
extended comfort and durability, and is suitable when workers are
moving and turning more frequently. • Insulate standing workers
against the impact of concrete floors. • Lightweight, so easy to
transport and reposition. • Best suited to dry environments. •
Textured surface provides attractive appearance. • Tapered edges
to reduce trip hazards. • Fire tested to BS EN 13501-1.

Type

Product Height

Colour

Product Code

0.9m x 1.5m

Mat Size

Orthomat® Standard

9.5mm

Black/Blue

AF010004SD

0.9m x 1.5m

Orthomat® Premium

12.5mm

Black/Blue

FF010008SD

Orthomat® Standard

Orthomat® Premium

COVID-19 Response Range | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Hygimat

A revolutionary hygienic anti-fatigue mat
• Improve feeling of comfort and energy whilst standing at work. •
Ideal for any workplace where hygiene is important e.g. healthcare,
food manufacturing, catering, hospitality, clean rooms or food retail.
• Made from a revolutionary ‘gel foam’ material that combines the
best in durability and comfort. • Material also has anti-microbial
properties • Closed cell construction means that no liquids can
penetrate the mat and reduce performance. • Version with holes is
ideal for wet workplaces in need of drainage. • Oil resistant. • Easily
cleaned – can be cleaned with detergent or can be steam sterilised.
• Fire tested to BS EN 13501-1 and slip tested to DIN 51130. •
Material: Rubberised Gel Foam • Product Height: 17 mm ±1 mm

Sizes
0.6 m x 0.9 m (Solid surface)
0.9 m x 1.5 m (Solid surface)
0.9 m x 1.8 m (Solid surface)
0.6 m x 0.9 m (With holes)
0.9 m x 1.5 m (With holes)
0.9 m x 1.8 m (With holes)
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Black
HYS010001
HYS010002
HYS010003
HYG010001
HYG010002
HYG010003

COVID-19 Response Range | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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Contamination Control

First-Step

The first step to contamination control
• A hygienic pad of peel-off, disposable sheets, to protect against
bacteria, mould and mildew. • The ‘tacky’ sheets capture dirt and
dust from footwear and wheeled equipment for contamination
control. • When the top sheet becomes soiled, simply peel off
to reveal a clean layer. • Comes with self-adhesive backing to
keep the mat in place. • Ideal for hospitals, clean rooms, general
industrial environments, and any other area where hygiene is an
important factor. • Product Height: 1.5 mm

Size
0.45 m x 1.17 m (Pack of 4)

White

White
WC000004

Blue
WC020004

Blue

Diamond Grid Anti Bacterial

Flexible matting for catering, hospitality
and food processing industries
• Hygienic anti-microbial properties. • Oil resistant. • Anti-slip top
surface for a safe footing in wet conditions. • Specially designed
underside studs have exceptional water drainage properties. • Easily
cleaned, rolled up and moved • Material: PVC + NBR
(Oil Proof) Product Height: 8.5 mm
Sizes

Orange

1 m x 2.4 m

DG170001

COVID-19 Response Range | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

COBA Care Duo Zone Disinfectant Mat
Sanitise and dry on the go!
Ideal to support COVID-19 protection

1 Sanitise

2 Dry

• Resilient vinyl loops scrape dirt off shoes, while the disinfectant
solution cleans and sanitises footwear. • Loose lay on level surface,
no installation necessary. Light and easy to relocate. • Fill Zone
1 with COBA Care Disinfectant Solution. • Improves hygiene and
contamination control by cleaning the soles of shoes and boots.
• Perfect for medium traffic, room-to-room contamination control.
• Suitable for schools, home use or internal office doorways. •
Slip-resistant base, with bevelled edges, to help retain position and
reduce tripping hazards. • Material: Made from natural and recycled
rubber, which is biodegradable and recyclable. • Product Height:
15 mm. • Suitable for schools, day-care centres, small office
blocks or home use.

Mat Size

1 Sanitise

2 Dry

Part Code

395 mm x 670 mm Cushion Fall Dark Grey Trio Brush Anthracite

CDM007

395 mm x 670 mm Cushion Fall Dark Grey

Trio Scraper Grey

CDM008

395 mm x 670 mm

Trio Brush Beige

CDM009

Cushion Fall Brown

Fill zone 2 with liquid disinfectant.
• Scrape dirt off footwear in zone 1. •
Step into zone 2 to sanitise. Allow soles
of footwear to immerse in disinfectant. •
Step onto the absorbent mat in zone 3 to
dry excess liquid.
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Prevent the spread of
walked in bacteria and
infectious viral particles
COBA Care Trio Zone Disinfectant Mat
Scrape, sanitise and dry footwear in 1, 2, 3!
Ideal to support COVID-19 protection

• Improves hygiene and contamination control by scraping,
sanitising and drying the soles of shoes and boots. • Loose lay on
level surface, no installation necessary. • Light and easy to relocate.
• Fill Zone 2 with COBA Care Disinfectant Solution. • Perfect for
medium traffic, room-to-room contamination control. • Slip-resistant
base, with bevelled edges, to help retain position and reduce
tripping hazards. • Material: Made from natural and recycled rubber,
which is biodegradable and recyclable. • Product Height: 15 mm.
• Mat Size: 395 mm x 995 mm. • Suitable for schools, day-care
centres, small office blocks or home use.

Part Code
CDM004

1 Scrape

2 Sanitise

1 Scrape

2 Sanitise

3 Dry

3 Dry

Scraper Mat Black Cushion Fall Dark Grey Trio Brush Anthracite

CDM005

Scraper Mat Black Cushion Fall Dark Grey

Trio Scraper Grey

CDM006

Scraper Mat Brown

Trio Brush Beige

Cushion Fall Brown

COVID-19 Response Range | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Elimination of bacteria

Cleanliness on a
microbial level

Prevent the spread of walked
in bacteria, viruses and
infectious microorganisms.

Entra-Clean HygienePlus

The washable doormat that actively kills germs
• Removes visible dirt and kills invisible microbes. • HygienePlus means the mat is treated
with the EU-registered biocide, BI-OME registered with OEKO-TEX® an antimicrobial and
virus reducing technology. BI-OME works by effectively killing bacteria when contact is
made with the mat. • Although the treatment is a highly effective antimicrobial agent, it does
not cause any skin irritations. • A new concept in entrance matting. • Improve floor level
hygiene around your business – important whilst fighting COVID-19 and beyond. • More
sustainable – less frequent washing required, and on lower temperatures. • Free of metals.
• Fully machine washable – with no reduction in active cleaning power for the life of the
mat. • Suitable for all facilities, in particular offices, hotels and leisure, retirement homes and
healthcare settings. • Reduces annoying odours caused by bacteria and funghi.

Colour

Anthracite

Grey

Brown
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Mat Size

Part Code

0.6m x 0.9m

EC010001

0.8m x 1.2m

EC010002

0.9m x 1.5m

EC010003

1.2m x 1.8m

EC010004

1.2m x 2.4m

EC010005

0.6m x 0.9m

EC060001

0.8m x 1.2m

EC060002

0.9m x 1.5m

EC060003

1.2m x 1.8m

EC060004

1.2m x 2.4m

EC060005

0.6m x 0.9m

EC050001

0.8m x 1.2m

EC050002

0.9m x 1.5m

EC050003

1.2m x 1.8m

EC050004

1.2m x 2.4m

EC050005

Grey

COVID-19 Response Range | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.

Anthracite

Brown
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Entra-Clean HygienePlus

A Revolution in Floor-Level Cleanliness

COBA Europe is proud to present
Entra-Clean HygienePlus - our

first doormat with active germ-killing
technology built-in. A ground-breaking
new antimicrobial treatment makes
this product much more than simply
another entrance mat.

How does the new Entra-Clean Hygiene+ work?

Benefits of a Hygiene+ treated doormat:

Hygiene+ is a game changer. In addition to the high
quality materials and construction, Entra-Clean Hygiene+
is treated with BI-OME, an antimicrobial and virus
reducing technology. Even if you are not actively cleaning,
the doormat remains clean on microbial level and the
technology remains active throughout the lifespan of the mat.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is BI-OME treatment?
BI-OME is a biocide agent that has a durable viral reducing effect
on surfaces such as entrance mats. The treatment with BI-OME
can reduce the viral activity of enveloped viruses in a time span of
2 hours, while the half life (time it takes for 50% of the viruses not to
become infectious) is about 4 hours for untreated surfaces.

Elimination of bacteria
Cleanliness on a microbial level
Reduced odour
Possible reduction of viral activity of enveloped viruses
Less water consumption, less frequent washing required
Energy saving by washing on low temperatures
Does not cause skin irritation
Free of metals
Permanent technology

What happens if the doormat is cleaned or
machine washed?
You can clean Entra-Clean Hygiene+ like any other doormat, you
can even machine wash it. The treatment with BI-OME stays on
the fibres and remains active, this means you can wash it on lower
temperatures to save energy and still have a doormat that is clean
on microbial levels.

BI-OME is a registered and tested treatment
The BI-OME treatment is registered with OEKO-TEX® to
guarantee maximum consumer safety and BPR (PT2, PT7, PT9)
registered with ECHA (European Chemicals Agency).

Other products available with HygienePlus treatment
The new BI-OME treatment technology is also available on our Promomat and
Cosmo doormats. Minimum order quantities apply – please ask for details.

COVID-19 Response Range | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

COBA Care Disinfectant Boot Bath

Industrial grade hygiene mat that reduces footwear
contamination, ideal to support COVID-19 protection
• Flexible natural rubber nodules deliver excellent dirt scraping and
trapping action, while the disinfectant solution cleans and sanitises
footwear. • 100% Recycled rubber. • Loose lay on level surface,
no installation necessary. • Fill base with COBA Care Disinfectant
Solution. • Improves hygiene and contamination control by cleaning
the soles of shoes and boots. • Suitable for industrial environments
where hygiene is important e.g. mining, construction, engineering
and farming. • Slip-resistant base, with bevelled edges, to help
retain position and reduce tripping hazards. • Combine with an
absorbent mat to dry footwear when stepping out. • Material:
Recycled Rubber. • Product Height: 55 mm. • Inside Tray Depth:
44 mm.

Mat Size
810 mm x 975 mm

Part Code

Weight

Disinfectant

BOOT-819950

14 kg

up to 7.3 litres

Use in conjunction with a COBAwash®, Wash & Clean,
Microfibre Doormat or the Social Distancing Floor Mat.

Fill base with liquid disinfectant. • Step in to
scrape and sanitise. • Specially designed
nodules scrape dirt and allow footwear to
immerse in disinfectant. • Combine with an
absorbent mat to dry footwear of excess liquid.
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COBA Care Disinfectant Shoe Bath

The hygienic mat that reduces footwear contamination,
ideal to support COVID-19 protection
• Flexible natural rubber nodules deliver excellent dirt scraping and
trapping action, while the disinfectant solution cleans and sanitises
footwear. • 100% Recycled rubber. • Loose lay on level surface,
no installation necessary. • Fill base with COBA Care Disinfectant
Solution. • Improves hygiene and contamination control by cleaning
the soles of shoes and boots. • Suitable for offices and other
commercial buildings, as well as any workplace where hygiene is
important e.g. healthcare, food manufacturing, catering, hospitality,
clean rooms or food retail. • Slip-resistant base, with bevelled
edges, to help retain position and reduce tripping hazards. •
Combine with an absorbent mat to dry footwear when stepping out.
We recommend COBAwash®, Wash & Clean, Microfibre Doormat
or the Social Distancing Floor Mat. • Material: Recycled Rubber. •
Product Height: 26 mm. • Inside Tray Depth: 16 mm.

Mat Size
605 mm x 810 mm

Part Code

Weight

Disinfectant

BOOT-618119

3 kg

up to 2 litres

Use in conjunction with a COBAwash ®, Wash & Clean,
Microfibre Doormat or the Social Distancing Floor Mat.

COVID-19 Response Range | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

COBA Disinfectant Mat

Scrapes and sanitises footwear in one go,
ideal to support COVID-19 protection
• Resilient vinyl loops scrape dirt off shoes, while the disinfectant
solution cleans and sanitises. • Non-slip vinyl backing and
durable, ramped edging reduce the risk of tripping. • Suitable
for any location where hygiene is important such as healthcare,
food manufacturing, catering, hospitality, clean rooms or retail. •
Loose lay on level surface, no installation necessary. • Combine
with an absorbent mat to dry footwear when stepping out. We
recommend COBAwash®, Wash & Clean, Microfibre Doormat
or the Social Distancing Mat. • NEW: Small mat, perfect for low
traffic, room-to-room contamination control. • Material is REACH
Compliant. • Product Height: 15 mm.

Mat Size

Part Code

Weight

600 mm x 500 mm

CDM010

2.5 kg

up to 1 litre

700 mm x 900 mm

CDM001

5 kg

up to 2.25 litres

1300 mm x 1600 mm

CDM002

10 kg

up to 4 litres

Use in conjunction with a Microfibre mat

Disinfectant

Fill base with liquid disinfectant. • Step in to
scrape and sanitise. • Specially designed
nodules scrape dirt and allow footwear to
immerse in disinfectant. • Combine with an
absorbent mat to dry footwear of excess liquid.
Use in conjunction with a COBAwash®, Wash & Clean,
Microfibre Doormat or the Social Distancing Floor Mat.

Brand your mats!

Amplify your brand with customised high quality domed labels.
Free with orders of 50 units or more.

Add a little colour
Choose from 20 vibrant colours.

Lime
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Green

Dark Green

Turquoise

Baby Blue

Blue

White

Grey

Dark Grey

Beige

Gold

Brown

Navy

Yellow

Orange

Pink

Red

Purple

Burgandy

Black

COVID-19 Response Range | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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COBA Care Disinfectant Solution

CaterQAC, a quaternary ammonium based disinfectant,
is highly recommended for use against COVID-19
• Ideal disinfectant solution for use with disinfectant mats, to
sanitise footwear. • Application for disinfectant mats: • Add
recommended amount to the mat basin. Step onto the mat,
covering base of footwear in dilution. Gently scrape and sanitise by
wiping soles on the mat surface. Renew the solution when visibly
dirty. • Use with COBA Disinfectant Mat or Fingertip Disinfectant
Mat • For use on all surfaces, in all environments. • Food approved
– SANS 1828. • PH in dilution: 10.5 +- 0.5. • Active ingredient:
Di-n-decyl dimethyl ammonium chloride. • Avoid contact with skin
and eyes (see product label for further precautions). • Strength
designation: 4.6%. • COBA products are REACH compliant.
Store below 30°C.

Quantity

Part Code

5L (300ml to 10L water)

CATERQAC-5LT

20L (300ml to 10L water)

CATERQAC-20LT
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SafeScreen Pro Service Screen

SafeScreen Pro L-Shape

SafeScreen Pro U-Shape

SafeScreen Pro

Protect employees and customers
from airborne contamination
• Simple to assemble and quick to install, no measuring required
• Provides an effect yet simple barrier against germs spread by
talking, coughing or sneezing. • An economical covid-19 solution
manufactured in the UK. • Strong magnetic fixings combined with
self-adhesive pads provide stability and reliability. • Clear plastic
allows employees to communicate and minimises disruption
• Flexible – shields can be positioned to suit desks of different
shapes and sizes. • Ideal for use in offices, receptions, restaurants,
schools and more. • Screens are 100% recyclable.
SafeScreen Pro U-Shape
Size
650mm high x 850mm length

Description
SafeScreen Pro Front Small

850mm high x 1800mm length SafeScreen Pro Front Medium

850mm high x 2600mm length SafeScreen Pro L-Shape Large

SSP000002

SSP000004

850mm high x 2600mm length SafeScreen Pro U-Shape Large

SSP000006

850mm high x 850mm length

SSP000007

SafeScreen Pro Service Screen

SafeScreen Pro Front
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Product
Code
SSP000001
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Moisture Control Mat
The perfect walk-off for Disinfectant Mats
Microfibre Doormat

Washable doormat with super absorbency
and microfibre technology
• Hygienic microfibre technology with flexible, ultra-fine fibres
provide deep-cleaning action. • Effectively penetrates those
hard to reach treads on footwear. Friction from the fibres
generates a static charge that attracts and traps dust/debris. •
Effectively penetrates those hard to reach treads on footwear
and wheeled trollies. • Superior ‘brushing and wiping’ with
‘rapid dry’ properties that outperform cotton. • Luxuriously
soft pile that keeps entrances looking smart, stylish and free
from lint. • Environmentally-friendly – does not require chemical
pre-treatment or washing detergents. • Material: Microfibre •
Product Height: 8 mm

Mat Size

Product
Code

0.9m x 0.6m Black/Grey

MF010001

1.5m x 0.9m Black/Grey

MF010002

Microfibre Mat Black/Grey 1.2m x 1.8m

MF010003

Ulti-Mat Microfibre Black/Grey 450mm x 750mm

MF010005

Ulti-Mat Microfibre Brown 450mm x 750mm

MF050005

COVID-19 Response Range | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Superdry Heavy Traffic

Reduce dirt and water brought in by forklift trucks
• Waffle pattern absorbs moisture and scrapes away dirt from
forklift wheels. • Reduces the risk of slips caused by water
ingress. • Reduces the risk of forklifts skidding or losing control on
contaminated floor surfaces. • Helps to keep cleaning costs down
during bad weather. • Simple to install using double sided adhesive
tape. • Large mats can be installed individually or laid next to each
other to cover larger areas. • Protects sub floor from damage. •
Easy to clean with a vacuum or stiff brush. • Material: PP carpet with
Rubber backing • Product Height: 10 mm

Sizes
1.15 m x 1.8 m
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Charcoal
WHT010005
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Superdry Doormat

High performance mat with optimum moisture retention
• Heavy-duty entrance matting, ideal for office spaces and general
workplaces. • Raised, reinforced ‘waffle’ pattern scrapes dirt away
from footwear, helping to reduce the amount of dirt/debris brought
into the building. • Exceptional moisture wiping properties. Able
to retain up to 5.4 litres water/ m2. • Lipped edges to help reduce
tripping hazards and rubber backing for slip-resistance. • Material:
PP carpet with Rubber backing • Product Height: 10 mm

Part Number

Size

Colour

WH010001

0.6 m x 0.9 m

Black

WH010003

0.9 m x 1.5 m

Black

WH060001

0.6 m x 0.9 m

Grey

WH060004

0.9 m x 1.5 m

Grey
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Entrance Mats

Mats for all reasons and all seasons
From heavy-duty entrance mats to domestic doormats, COBA Africa has it covered!
This section is packed with contemporary and traditional designs to suit most
budgets, with options in a wide variety of sizes, colours and wear grades for indoor
and outdoor dirt/moisture control.

COBAwash®

A real asset in floor protection for
domestic and commercial use
Easy to clean, practical and machine
washable. • Easy care, smaller sizes*
can be washed in a domestic washing
machine. (All sizes can be washed in an
industrial washing machine.) • Carpet
pile can retain up to 3.5 litres/ m2 of
moisture. • Also traps up to 800g of
debris/dry dust. • Bleach and fade
resistant – 11-year warranty against
significant colour loss. • Material: PA •
Product Height: 8mm

Sizes

Black/Blue

0.85m x 0.6m

LM010201

LM010301

1.5m x 0.85m

LM010202

LM010302

1.75m x 1.15m

LM010203

LM010303

Black/Brown

Black/Grey

Sizes
0.85m x 0.6m

LM010501

LM010601

1.5m x 0.85m

LM010502

LM010602

-

LM010608

LM010503

LM010603

3m x 0.9m
1.75m x 1.15m
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Black/Red

Black/Steel

Black/Brown

Black/Blue

Black/Red
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NEW
Superdry Heavy Traffic

Reduce dirt and water brought in by forklift trucks
Waffle pattern absorbs moisture and scrapes away dirt from
forklift wheels. • Reduces the risk of slips caused by water
ingress. • Reduces the risk of forklifts skidding or losing
control on contaminated floor surfaces. • Helps to keep
cleaning costs down during bad weather. • Simple to install
using double sided adhesive tape. • Large mats can be
installed individually or laid next to each other to cover larger
areas. • Protects sub floor from damage. • Easy to clean
with a vacuum or stiff brush. • Material: PP carpet with
Rubber backing • Product Height: 10mm
Sizes

Charcoal

1.15 m x 1.8 m

WHT010005

Entrance Mats | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Enviro-Mat

Doormat made from 100% recycled materials
Sturdy doormat manufactured from 100% recycled materials. •
Surface is made from recycled plastic bottles, while the anti-slip
backing is made from recycled tyres. • Classic raised pattern
surface creates a stylish finish. • Effectively scrapes and traps
dirt/debris. • Anti-slip backing helps grip to the floor surface. •
Total carpet coverage eliminates torn borders. • UV and faderesistant surface • Product Height: 5.1mm

Grey
Sizes

Blue
Grey

Blue

0.6 m x 0.9 m

EM060001

EM020001

0.9 m x 1.5 m

EM060002

EM020002

Alba

Absorbent carpet entrance matting to
protect interior floor surfaces
Adaptable carpet entrance matting for high volume entrance
areas, walkways and corridors. • Nylon pile is highly absorbent
and also withstands crushing. • Suitable for glue down, or
floor surface applications. • Available with optional edging
depending on the requirements of the application. • Can be
used as part of a two-step system in heavy traffic environments.
• Exceptionally durable carpet made from ECONYL®, a
recycled nylon material made from discarded fishing nets and
other sources. • Material: PP • Product Height: 7.5mm

Sizes

Anthracite

Grey

Weight

2m x per linear metre

AB010008

AB060008

6.98 kg

Anthracite
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Wash & Clean

Economical washable doormat
Stylish, soft-to-the-touch nylon pile doormat.

• Machine washable at 40 degrees. •
Absorbent to 1.5 litres per m2. • PVC

non-slip back. Material: 100% Polyamide •
Product Height: 9mm

Sizes
900mm x 600mm

Black

Grey

WAC010001

WAC060001

1200mm x 900mm

WAC010004

WAC060004

1800mm x 1200mm

WAC010005

WAC060005

1500mm x 900mm

WAC010002

WAC060002

Black

Grey

Microfibre Doormat

Washable doormat with super absorbency
and microfibre technology
Multi-action entrance mat with hygienic microfibre
technology. • Flexible, ultra-fine fibres (finer than a human
hair) provide deep-cleaning action on passing footwear.
• Friction from the fibres generates a static charge that
attracts and traps dust/debris. • Effectively penetrates
those hard to reach treads on footwear and wheeled
trollies. • Superior ‘brushing and wiping’ with ‘rapid dry’
properties that outperform cotton. • Luxuriously soft pile
that keeps entrances looking smart, stylish and free from
lint. • Environmentally-friendly – does not require chemical
pre-treatment or washing detergents. • Material: Microfibre
• Product Height: 8mm
Sizes

Black/Grey

0.9m x 0.6m

MF010001

1.5m x 0.9m

MF010002

1.8m x 1.2m

MF010003

Black/Grey
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Spectra Clean

Make an instant impact at the point of entry
High quality rugged matting material available in stunning
colourways. • Hardwearing. • Ideal for use in logomat designs
– choose from the 25 colours to recreate your design. • Heavy
weight pile and large nib design provides outstanding scrubbing
action whilst absorbing moisture to save your floors from dirty
footprints. • Needlepunch construction provides optimal crush
resistance. • Edges will not unravel or
fray. • Product Height: 11mm

CHOOSE FROM 25 COLOURS

Black

Charcoal

Gold

Sand

Red

Steel Blue

Brown

Grey

Wine Red

Dark Red

Apple Green

Navy Blue

Sky Blue

Baby Blue

Yellow

Light Beige

Golden
Beige

Orange

Dark Brown

Dark Green

Purple

Pink

White

Burgundy

Turquoise

Sizes
2m x 23m

2m x per square metre
2m x 23m

2m x per square metre
2m x 23m

2m x per linear metre

Black

Light Beige

Golden Beige

Dark Brown

Brown

Charcoal

White

Grey

Navy Blue

SC010001

SC210001

SC220001

SC050001

SC190001

SC110001

SC130001

SC060001

SC180001

Apple Green
SC420001

SC010001C

SC210001C

SC220001C

SC050001C

SC190001C

SC110001C

SC130001C

SC060001C

SC180001C

SC420001C

SC320001

SC310001

SC170001

SC100001

SC070001

SC250001

SC020001

SC430001

SC040001

SC200007

Wine Red

Dark Red

Orange

Burgundy

Yellow

SC320001C

SC310001C

SC170001C

SC100001C

SC070001C

Red

Gold

Sand

Turquoise

Pink

SC030001

SC030001C

SC230001

SC230001C

SC240001

SC240001C

SC410001

SC260001

SC410001C

SC260001C

Steel Blue

SC250001C

Sky Blue

SC020001C

Baby Blue

SC430001C

Dark Green

SC040001C

Purple

SC200007C

Compatible with Trio Scraper, Trio Brush,
Super Scraper, Plan.a and the Premier range.

Super Contract Fall

Distinctive open looped matting
The resilient open loop design scrapes dirt from shoes allowing
it to fall through the mat for easy cleaning. • Soft, compounded
PVC looped surface traps dirt, debris and moisture. • Suitable for
recessed matwells, featuring a non-slip mesh backing to prevent
shrinkage. • Ideal for personalised logos or messages • Choose
from 20 colours. • Product Height: 15mm

Open Mesh Backing

Sizes
1.2m x 12m

1.2m x per linear metre
1.2m x 12m

1.2m x per linear metre
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Black

Dark Grey

Grey

Red

Pink

Brown

Burgundy

Gold

Beige

White

Dark Green

Green

Lime Green

Turquoise

Baby Blue

Blue

Navy Blue

Purple

Yellow

Orange

Grey

Dark Grey

White

Turquoise

Green

Dark Green

Blue

Baby Blue

Black

Brown

LU061212

LU111212

LU131212

LU411212

LU431212

LU041212

LU021212

LU241212

LU011212

LU051212

LU061212C

LU111212C

LU131212C

LU411212C

LU431212C

LU041212C
Yellow

Lime Green

LU021212C

LU241212C

LU011212C

LU051212C

LU231212

LU211212

LU101212

LU171212

LU261212

LU071212

LU421212

LU181212

LU201212

LU031212

Gold

LU231212C

Beige

LU211212C

Burgundy

LU101212C

Orange

LU171212C

Pink

LU261212C

LU071212C

LU421212C

Navy Blue

LU181212C
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Purple

LU201212C

Red

LU031212C
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White

Grey

Dark Grey

Baby Blue

Blue

Navy

Turquoise

Green

Dark Green

Beige

Brown

Gold

Yellow

Orange

Red

Burgundy

Black

Purple

Pink

Lime Green

BL

LE LOG
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Cushion Fall

Distinctive closed looped matting
The resilient vinyl loops scrape dirt off shoes. • Soft, compounded
PVC looped surface traps dirt, debris and moisture. • The mat
features a non-slip vinyl backing which keeps the dirt and moisture
off the floor. • Ideal for personalised logos or messages. •
Choose from 20 colours. • Product Height: 8mm
Sizes
1.2m x 12m
1.2m x per linear metre
1.2m x 12m
1.2m x per linear metre

White

Grey

Dark Grey

Baby Blue

Blue

Navy

Turquoise

Green

Dark Green

Beige

LB131212

LB061212

LB111212

LB241212

LB021212

LB181212

LB411212

LB431212

LB041212

LB211212

LB131212C

LB061212C

LB111212C

LB241212C

LB021212C

LB181212C

LB411212C

LB431212C

LB041212C

LB211212C

Brown

Gold

Yellow

Orange

Red

Burgundy

Black

Purple

Pink

Lime Green

LB051212

LB231212

LB071212

LB171212

LB031212

LB101212

LB011212

LB201212

LB261212

LB421212

LB051212C

LB231212C

LB071212C

LB171212C

LB031212C

LB101212C

LB011212C

LB201212C

LB261212C

LB421212C
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Coir

Classic dirt-scraping entrance mat made
from coconut husks
Natural doormat made from coconut husk fibres. •
Hardwearing and absorbent, coir fibres are renowned for their
dirt-scraping properties. • Suitable for indoor use. Can be
used on floor surfaces or installed into matwells. • Heavyduty, anti-slip vinyl backing for minimum movement. • Can
be printed on to create logomats. • Coir is a natural product
and may contain minor variations and irregularities that are
characteristic of the husk fibres. Surface printing of logos onto
the coir will naturally fade and shedding may occur. Material:
Natural coir fibre • Product Height: 17mm or 23mm

Natural
Sizes
2m x 12.5m
Per square metre

17mm

23mm

CM050013

CM050014

CM050013C

CM050014C

Black

Off-White

Sand

Gold

Grey

Baby Blue

Red

Orange

Yellow

Emerald Green

Royal Blue

Burgundy

Teddy

Charcoal

Winter Green

Navy Blue

F601

F603

F605

F606

BESPOKE
LOGO
MATTING
Polyprint Logo Mat

Ideal loose lay logo mat for intricate designs
F607

F608

F610

F611

F612

F613

F615

F616

F617

F618

F619

F620

F621

F625

F626

A cut-pile nylon mat with a protruding edge anti-slip rubber backing.
• Well suited for offices and light commercial applications. • Tufted
finish scrapes dust and moisture • Product Height: 5 - 7mm

F640
Standard colours (max length: 4.2m)
900mm x per square metre

PP010001

1.5m x per square metre

PP010001

1.2m x per square metre

F627

F635

F636

F637

F639

PP010001

Funky Colours (max length: 4.2m)
900mm x per square metre

PP010003

1.5m x per square metre

PP010003

1.2m x per square metre

PP010003

Custom size (max size: 4.2m x 1.5m)
Pantone Colours available on request
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Superdry

High performance mat with
optimum moisture retention
Heavy-duty entrance matting, ideal for office spaces and general
workplaces. • Raised, reinforced ‘waffle’ pattern scrapes
dirt away from footwear, helping to reduce the amount of dirt/
debris brought into the building. • Exceptional moisture wiping
properties. Able to retain up to 5.4 litres water/ m2. • Lipped
edges to help reduce tripping hazards and rubber backing for
slip-resistance. • Material: PP • Product Height: 7mm

Black

Grey

Sizes

NEW

Black

Grey

0.6 m x 0.9 m

WH010001

WH060001

0.9 m x 1.5 m

WH010003

WH060004

New

Superdry Heavy Traffic
Forklift Mat Available Now!
Page 68 , 71 & 89

Bevelled PVC Edging
Bevelled PVC Edging offers a neat finish to loose lay mats. •
Edging is adhered to mats to prevent people from tripping over
the mat and to ensure smoother trolley movement. • Material:
PVC • Product Height:10mm height (40mm wide), 15mm
height (50mm wide)

Size

Part Code

40mm x 1m x 10mm

EDGEPVC9.5

50mm x 1m x 15mm

EDGEPVC14

40mm Edging

50mm Edging

50mm

40mm
10mm

15mm

74mm
The 40mm edging is compatible with the following products:
•
•
•
•
•

Cushion Fall
Spectra Clean
Berber Point
Alba
Trio Brush

84mm
The 50mm edging is compatible with the following products:
•
•
•
•

Super Contract Fall
Trio Scraper
Super Scraper
23mm Coir

Entrance Mats | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Fingertip

Natural rubber doormat gives dirt the brush-off
Flexible rubber nodules deliver excellent dirt scraping
and trapping action. • Dirt is effectively brushed off then
retained in a solid base, keeping floors cleaner for longer.
• Suitable for offices and other commercial buildings,
especially where mud and debris often end up indoors. •
Suitable for most weather conditions, making it ideal for
outdoor use. • Slip-resistant base, with bevelled edges, to
help retain position and reduce tripping hazards. • Material:
NBR • Product Height: 11mm-13mm

NEW

Sizes

Black

0.8 m x 1 m

FT010002

0.9 m x 1.5 m

FT010006

COBAscrape

A Multi-purpose doormat, suitable
for outdoor and indoor use

Multi-purpose doormat that scrapes away dirt and also
retains water. • Raised pattern scrapes away dirt and
debris from footwear. • Non-slip, helping to reduce the
risk of slipping on wet floors. • Holds up to 2.6 litres of
water/ m2 or 1.5kg of dry dust/ m2. • Suitable for indoor
or outdoor use. • Slip tested to DIN 51130. • Material:
NBR • Product Height: 6mm

Sizes

Part Code

0.85 m x 1.5 m

CS010002

1.15m x 1.75m

CS010004

Rampmat

A popular honeycomb mat for all environments
A popular choice of doormat, suitable for most climates. • The
raised honeycomb design provides grip while scraping away dirt
and moisture. • Moulded bevelled edging for trip-resistance
and wheeled access. • Manufactured from durable rubber. •
Slip tested to DIN 51130. • Material: NBR • Product Height:
10mm

Sizes
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Black

0.8 m x 1.2 m

RMR010001

0.9 m x 1.5 m

RP010001
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Contamination Control Mats

First-Step

The first step to contamination control
A hygienic pad of peel-off, disposable sheets, manufactured
from an anti-microbial agent to protect against bacteria, mould
and mildew. • The ‘tacky’ sheets capture dirt and dust from
footwear and wheeled equipment for contamination control. •
When the top sheet becomes soiled, simply peel off to reveal
a clean layer. • Comes with self-adhesive backing to keep
the mat in place. • Ideal for hospitals, clean rooms, general
industrial environments, and any other area where hygiene is an
important factor. • Product Height: 1.5mm
Size
0.45 m x 1.17 m (Pack of 4)

NEW

White

White

Blue

WC000004

WC020004

Blue

Cleaning Entrance Matting
Did you know it can cost over R9 000 to remove
1kg of dirt once inside a commercial building? As it’s
possible for 1 person to walk in 58 grams of dirt per
day, 1000 people in 20 days would generate 11kg
– or almost R110 000 in potential monthly cleaning
costs.
A slip or trip due to walked in dirt or liquid could
even lead to serious injuries or legal action and
compensation claims.

Fortunately effective Entrance Matting can reduce
walked in dirt by up to 90%!
Once you have the right entrance matting in place,
a well planned strategy for regular mat cleaning and
maintenance is essential for optimum performance,
product lifespan and return on investment.
Maximise on effectiveness and download the
full Cleaning and Maintenance Guide at
www.cobaafrica.com

Entrance Mats | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Mats for Catering
Serving Up Underfoot Safety

Those working in catering, or in the bar industry, are especially vulnerable
to the risk of slipping on wet or greasy floor surfaces. Our purpose
designed anti-slip mats significantly help safety underfoot. There are
hygienic, anti-microbial options specifically for food preparation areas.
Many of our mats also improve comfort providing fatigue relief for those
who stand. They also help to reduce glass and china breakage.

Table Bay Hotel

Cape Town, South Africa

TABLE BAY HOTEL experiences the
benefits of COBAdeluxe Bar Mats.
COBAdeluxe Rubber Bar Mats have been selected and installed
at the magnificent Table Bay Hotel in Cape Town, South Africa.
The luxurious five star hotel, with views out to Table Mountain
and the Atlantic Ocean, was opened in 1997 by no other than,
Nelson Mandela. Its popularity means that its facilities are in
high demand, and this includes its bar areas. They are located
both inside the hotel and outside, around the pool. Recognising
the need for quality floor mats, Table Bay Hotel chose
COBAdeluxe bar mats to enhance floor safety and reduce glass
breakage.
Its 19mm thickness provides a comfortable ‘anti-fatigue’
standing surface for bartenders who are very often on their feet
for prolonged periods of time. The matting also features open
holes which allow spilt liquids to drain away from the surface of
the mat, to reduce the risk of slipping.
The other major benefit of COBAdeluxe is that it helps to reduce
glass and crockery breakage – dropped glassware tends to
bounce rather than break.
“The quality of the mats is good and they help our bar staff a lot.
I really like the fact that a bottle can drop and actually not break,
not like some other bar mats that can be too hard – believe me,
I have tested it!” says Camissa Restaurant Manager, Heinrich La
Meyer.
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IMPROVE COMFORT –
REDUCE BREAKAGES

COBAdeluxe

Fatigue relief ideal for bar areas
Effective in reducing glass breakage. • Creates a safe and very
comfortable standing surface. • Its thickness makes it a durable
mat that can withstand impact. • Quickly cover large areas if
used as a connecting system. • Made from hardwearing rubber
providing longevity. • Product Height: 18.5mm

Size

Part Code

1 m x 1.5 m

DM010002

Connector

DM010003

Black

Yellow

Long edge 1565mm x 50mm

Edging

P240-L1093-C09

P240-L1093-C09-YE

Short edge 1074mm x 50mm

P240-L1092-C09

P240-L1092-C09-YE

Bubblemat

Smart anti-fatigue mat with a distinctive bubbled surface
Raised bubble patterned surface stimulates feet and legs to
aid circulation. • Underfoot cushioning also makes prolonged
occupational standing more comfortable. • Complete mats
suitable for workstations and interlocking sections available for
longer production lines. • Material: Standard - Natural rubber. •
Product Height: 14mm

Sizes

Black

Safety

0.6 m x 0.9 m (edged all round)

BF010001

BF010701

0.9 m x 1.2 m (edged all round)

BF010002

BF010702
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Tough Deck MK3

100% Recycled Rubber &
Plastic Drainage Mats
Anti-fatigue, non-slip, drainage and
protection mat. • Combination of
substantial product height and large
holes offers excellent drainage. • An
economical yet heavy-duty matting
solution. • Easy DIY installation with
connectors that conceal joins. • Ideal
for industrial use, especially in areas
prone to liquid spillage. • Ramped edges
to prevent trips are available in black
or yellow. • Slip tested to DIN 51130. •
Material: Recycled rubber and plastic •
Product Height: 20 mm
Size
480mm x 480mm
Edging

Black

Yellow

RUBMK3RF

RUBMK3FY

480mm x 180mm (M)

RUBMK3RM

RUBMK3RY

Heavy-duty anti-fatigue matting for
kitchen areas and behind bars.
Versatile rubber runner. • Open holes provide excellent drainage. •
A real asset in helping to prevent slipping in wet/oily areas. • Easy
to roll up and move to new locations or for cleaning. • Slip tested to
DIN 51130. • Product Height: 10mm
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Part Code

900mm x 1m

UM010002C

900mm x 10m

UM010002

Yellow
RUBMK3Y

480mm x 180mm (F)

Unimat

Sizes

Black
RUBMK3
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Flexi-Deck

Anti-slip floor tiles suitable
for kitchen and catering
Anti-slip surface reduces slip risks in
wet conditions. • The design allows the
floor tiles to stay dry on the top surface
for a safer footing. • Open holes and
specially designed underside studs have
exceptional water drainage properties.
• Tiles are flexible and easy to move for
ease of cleaning, relocation or individual
replacement. • Material offers a number
of hygienic and durability benefits. • Not
just for use on floors. Can also be used
on bar shelves as illustrated. • Product
Height: 13mm

Grey

Red

Blue

Green
Sizes
Tile 30 cm x 30 cm (Pack of 9)

Black

Black

Blue

Red

Green

Grey

FD010001

FD020001

FD030001

FD040001

FD060001

Female Edge (pack of 3)

FD010002F3

FD020002F3

FD030002F3

FD040002F3

FD060002F3

Male Edge (pack of 3)

FD010002M3

FD020002M3

FD030002M3

FD040002M3

FD060002M3

FD010004

FD020004

FD030004

FD040004

FD060004

Corner (Pack of 4)

Diamond Grid

Flexible matting for catering,
hospitality and food
processing industries
Flexible vinyl mat that can be rolled, lifted
and relocated with ease. • Designed to
reduce slipping in wet environments.
• Hygienic anti-microbial properties; Oil
resistant. • Liquid efficiently drains through
open holes in the diamond grid surface.
•Specially designed underside ‘studs’
enhance drainage performance. • Material
PVC • Product Height: 8.5mm

Size

Part Code

1m x 2.4m

DG170001
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GripSafe

Ideal non-slip liner for kitchen
sides, shelves, drawers and trays.
• Fit inside drawers to reduce glassware
moving around. • Cuts easily, so you can
fit to any space. • Very light - doesn’t
add extra weight to drawers or cabinets. •
Product Height: 4mm
Sizes

Black

0.6 m x 1.2 m

GS010002

0.6 m x 10 m

GS010001

First-Step

Tacky mats for contamination
control, ideal for kitchens.
A hygienic pad of peel-off adhesive coated,
disposable sheets, manufactured from
an anti-microbial agent to protect against
bacteria, mould and mildew. • The ‘tacky’
sheets capture food debris from footwear
and wheeled equipment for contamination
control. • When the top sheet becomes
soiled, simply peel off to reveal a clean layer.
• Comes with self-adhesive backing to
keep the mat in place. • Product Height:
1.5mm
Size
0.45 m x 1.17 m (Pack of 4)

White

Blue

WC000004

WC020004

STOP FOOD DEBRIS
LEAVING THE KITCHEN
White

84

Blue
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REDUCE THE
RISK OF SLIPS
Rampmat

Banish cold hard concrete floors with our
entry level rubber anti-fatigue mat
Provide standing relief to all workers with this economical antifatigue mat. • Raised circular surface provides effective slip
resistance. • Open drainage holes capture spilt liquids, swarf or
other debris to help prevent slips. • Moulded ramped edges to
reduce the risk of trips and allow wheeled access. • Made from
hardwearing rubber for durability. • Slip tested to DIN 51130.•
Product Height: 10mm

Sizes
0.9 m x 1.5 m
0.8 m x 1.2 m

IMPROVE COMFORT
AND HYGIENE

Black
RP010001
RMR010001

K-Mat

Reduce fatigue and slips
on greasy floors
Contains nitrile to offer the best resistance
to oils and chemicals. • Ideal for food
processing and manufacturing locations
due to its excellent resistance to grease,
fats and detergents. • Easily cleaned in a
commercial washing machine. • Raised
pattern surface for exceptional slipresistance (tested to DIN 51130). • Open
holes efficiently drain liquids and capture
debris. • Hygienic anti-microbial properties
make it suitable for food processing
locations. • Product Height: 9mm

Sizes

Part Code

0.85 m x 1.45 m

KM010001

0.85 m x 2.9 m

KM010002
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NEW
Hygimat

A revolutionary hygienic anti-fatigue mat
Improve feeling of comfort and energy whilst standing at work. • Ideal for any
workplace where hygiene is important e.g. healthcare, food manufacturing, catering,
hospitality, clean rooms or food retail. • Made from a revolutionary ‘gel foam’ material
that combines the best in durability and comfort. • Material also has anti-microbial
properties • Closed cell construction means that no liquids can penetrate the mat
and reduce performance. • Version with holes is ideal for wet workplaces in need of
drainage. • Oil resistant. • Easily cleaned – can be cleaned with detergent or can be
steam sterilised. • Fire tested to BS EN 13501-1 Class Dfl - s1 and slip tested to DIN
51130. • Material: Rubberised Gel Foam • Product Height: 17mm ±1mm

Sizes
0.6 m x 0.9 m (Solid surface)
0.9 m x 1.5 m (Solid surface)
0.9 m x 1.8 m (Solid surface)

HYS010002
HYS010003

0.6 m x 0.9 m (With holes)

HYG010001

0.9 m x 1.5 m (With holes)

HYG010002

0.9 m x 1.8 m (With holes)
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Black
HYS010001

HYG010003
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NEW
Orthomat® Comfort Plus

Thicker foam anti-fatigue mat for dry workplaces
A thicker, single layer foam anti-fatigue mat for maximum levels
of comfort. • Insulates against cold concrete floors. • Best
suited to dry environments. • Ideal for light or moderate
industrial use. • Checkerplate surface provides attractive
appearance. • Available in mats and rolls. • Fire tested to BS
EN 13501-1 Class Cfl - s1. • Material: Open Cell PVC (Foam) •
Product Height: 15mm

Sizes

Black

0.9 m x 18.3 m

OCP0100003

0.9 m x per linear metre

OCP010003C

DeckStep

Ribbed vinyl matting for
swimming pools
Raise people’s feet off wet floor surfaces.
• Reduce the risk of slips by keeping feet
above surface water. • Provides a more
comfortable barefoot walking surface
than tiled floors. • Textured surface
provides slip resistance. • Flexible and

lightweight – easy to move and clean. •
Ribs are welded together for strength. •
Slip tested to DIN 51097. • Material: PVC •
Product Height: 11.5mm ±0.5mm

NEW

Sizes
0.59 m x 10 m
0.59 m x per linear metre
1.2 m x 10 m
1.2 m x per linear metre

Black

Blue

Red

Grey

DS010610

DS020610

DS030610

DS060610

DS010610C

DS020610C

DS030610C

DS060610C

DS011210

DS021210

DS031210

DS061210

DS011210C

DS021210C

DS031210C

DS061210C
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NEW
Fatigue Lock

Premium mid-size interlocking anti-fatigue tile
This extra thick tile provides comfort and fatigue relief for standing workers. •
Precision designed tiles seamlessly clip together for smooth raised floor surface.
• Convenient tile size allows for easy planning. • Can be used to cover large or
unusually shaped workstations. • Made from rubber for durability, slip, and impact
resistance. • Tile option with holes is ideal for wet workplaces in need of drainage.
• Solid and holed version can be used together in one installation. • Ramped edges
prevent trips and are available in black or yellow. • Easily cleaned with a jet washer
or hose. • Slip tested to DIN 51130. • Material: Rubber, including 25% NBR •
Product Height: 24mm

Tile Size

Black

0.5 m x 0.5 m (Solid surface)

FLS010001

0.5 m x 0.5 m (With holes)
Edging

Black

Yellow

FLC010003

FLC070003

Male Edge

FLE010002M

FLE070002M

Female Edge

FLE010002F

FLE070002F

Corner Edge
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FL010001
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Grey

NEW
Superdry Heavy Traffic

Reduce dirt and water brought in by forklift trucks
Waffle pattern absorbs moisture and scrapes away dirt from
forklift wheels. • Reduces the risk of slips caused by water
ingress. • Reduces the risk of forklifts skidding or losing
control on contaminated floor surfaces. • Helps to keep
cleaning costs down during bad weather. • Simple to install
using double sided adhesive tape. • Large mats can be
installed individually or laid next to each other to cover larger
areas. • Protects sub floor from damage. • Easy to clean
with a vacuum or stiff brush. • Material: PP carpet with
Rubber backing • Product Height: 10mm
Sizes

Charcoal

1.15 m x 1.8 m

WHT010005

Superdry

High performance mat with
optimum moisture retention
Heavy-duty entrance matting, ideal for office spaces and general
workplaces. • Raised, reinforced ‘waffle’ pattern scrapes
dirt away from footwear, helping to reduce the amount of dirt/
debris brought into the building. • Exceptional moisture wiping
properties. Able to retain up to 5.4 litres water/ m2. • Lipped
edges to help reduce tripping hazards and rubber backing for
slip-resistance. • Material: PP • Product Height: 7mm

Black
Sizes

Grey
Black

Grey

0.6 m x 0.9 m

WH010001

WH060001

0.9 m x 1.5 m

WH010003

WH060004

Mats for Catering | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Mats for Leisure
We’ve worked out Leisure

COBA Africa has been supplying the leisure industry with safety matting for
many years, and we have a range of options that reflects our experience in this
sector. Hygienic anti-slip matting for swimming pools and changing rooms,
quality gymnasium matting and Critical Fall Height tested rubber safety matting
for playgrounds give just a flavour of what’s on offer. We also supply a range of
equestrian rubber matting for use in stables and equine wash down areas.

KwikLok

100% Recycled PVC Interlocking Floor Tiles
An ideal low cost solution for refurbishing floor surfaces • Easy
DIY installation - no adhesive required. • Installation instructions
provided. • Non-conductive and fire resistant. • An ideal low cost
solution for refurbishing floor surfaces. • Please note: This product
may discolour and warp if laid in areas exposed to direct sunlight or
extreme temperatures. • Material: 100% recycled PVC • Product
Height: 6mm
Size
465mm x 465mm
Edging (Only on special order)
465mm x 30mm
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6mm
RUBKL6
6mm
RUBLKR6

Mats for Leisure | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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Solid Fatigue-Step

Superior floor protection for your gym
Easy install interlocking solid surface tiles. • Ideal flooring for
‘cross fit’ style gyms. • Absorbs the impact of heavy equipment
such as free weights and medicine balls. • Non porous rubber
– sweat and other liquids cannot penetrate into the mat. •
Increases safety, as dropped equipment bounces and rolls less.
• Helps to reduce noise levels. • Individual tiles can be moved
and replaced with ease. • Slip tested to DIN 51130. • Easy
to clean and maintain. • High durability. • Optional bevelled
edging in yellow or black. • Material: Natural rubber with 25%
NBR. • Product Height: 18mm
Tile Size

Black

0.9 m x 0.9 m

ST010001

Black

Yellow

Female Corner Edge

Fatigue-Step Edging

SS010002F

SS070002F

Male Corner Edge

SS010002M

SS070002M

Mats for Leisure | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

NEW

DeckStep

Ribbed vinyl matting for
swimming pools
Raise people’s feet off wet floor surfaces.
• Reduce the risk of slips by keeping feet
above surface water. • Provides a more
comfortable barefoot walking surface
than tiled floors. • Textured surface
provides slip resistance. • Flexible and

lightweight – easy to move and clean. •
Ribs are welded together for strength. •
Slip tested to DIN 51097. • Material: PVC •
Product Height: 11.5mm ±0.5mm

Sizes
0.59 m x 10 m
0.59 m x per linear metre
1.2 m x 10 m
1.2 m x per linear metre

Black

Blue

Red

Grey

DS010610

DS020610

DS030610

DS060610

DS010610C

DS020610C

DS030610C

DS060610C

DS011210

DS021210

DS031210

DS061210

DS011210C

DS021210C

DS031210C

DS061210C

Flexi-Deck

Flexible and lightweight vinyl
decking for wet environments
Flexible vinyl floor tiles that reduce
slipping on wet surfaces. • Textured top
surface provides grip and is comfortable
to walk on barefoot. • Underside studs
enhance drainage, helping to further
reduce the risk of slipping. • Ideal for
leisure areas, such as shower rooms and
swimming pool walkways. • Material:
PVC • Product Height: 13mm

Sizes
Tile 30 cm x 30 cm (pack of 9)

Blue

Red

Green

Grey

FD020001

FD030001

FD040001

FD060001

Female edge (pack of 3)

FD010002F3

FD020002F3

FD030002F3

FD040002F3

FD060002F3

Male edge (pack of 3)

FD010002M3

FD020002M3

FD030002M3

FD040002M3

FD060002M3

FD010004

FD020004

FD030004

FD040004

FD060004

Corner (pack of 4)

Black
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Black
FD010001

Blue

Red

Green

Grey
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Tough Deck MK3

Recycled drainable leisure tiles
Non-slip interlocking decking for wet
areas. • Combination of substantial
product height and large holes offers
excellent drainage. • An economical yet
durable matting solution. • Easy DIY
installation with connectors that conceal
joins. • Ideal for leisure use, especially
in shower areas and changing rooms.
• Ramped edges to prevent trips are
available in black or yellow. • Material:
Recycled rubber and plastic • Slip
tested to DIN 51130. • Product Height:
20mm

Size
480mm x 480mm

Black

Yellow

RUBMK3

RUBMK3Y

Edging

Black

Yellow

480mm x 180mm (F)

RUBMK3RF

RUBMK3FY

480mm x 180mm (M)

RUBMK3RM

RUBMK3RY

NEW YELLOW
HAZARD VERSIONS

Interlocking Colour PVC Tiles

Easy to install Interlocking PVC tiles, perfect for a
quick burst of colour
Easy DIY installation - no adhesive required. • An ideal low cost
solution for refurbishing floor surfaces. • Perfect for covered
recreation areas. • This product may discolour and warp if laid in
areas exposed to direct sunlight. • Available in Red, Yellow, Grey
or Blue. • Minimum Order Quantity 50m2 (200 tiles) • Product
Height: 5mm /7.2 mm
Size

Variety

500x500x5mm

5300EA

Colour
Black

500x500x5mm

5300CEA

Colour Palette

500x500x7.2mm

5300EA7

Black

500x500x7.2mm

5300CEA7

Colour Palette

Mats for Leisure | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Ringmat Honeycomb

Safety matting for children’s play areas
Provides child fall safety for playgrounds. • Anti-slip surface
reduces risks. • Perfect safety matting for outdoor areas.
• Hardwearing and durable. • Appearance suits natural
environment. • Can be used on flat or contoured landscapes
• Suitable for all weather, extreme temperatures and resists
wind uplift. • Open holes allow grass growth and provide
optimal drainage. • Connectors available to link matting for
larger areas. • Material: Rubber mix, including >50% recycled
material. • Product Height: 23mm

Sizes

Part Code

0.4m x 0.6m

RM010011

Weight
1.80 kg

0.6m x 0.8m

RM010006

3.60 kg

1.2m x 0.8m

RM010001

7.20 kg

1.5m x 1.0m

RM010002

14.00 kg

Connector

RM010004

0.01 kg

Fatigue-Step

Safety rubber tiles for playgrounds
Interlocking rubber tile system to cover large or small areas. • Provides safety
for playgrounds. • Anti-slip surface reduces risks (tested to DIN 51130). • Ideal
safety matting for outdoor areas. • Durable and easy to clean. • Easy to relocate
or replace. • Fits in natural environment. • Suitable for all weather, extreme
temperatures and resists wind uplift • Open holes allow grass growth and provide
optimal drainage. • Material: Rubber mix, including >50% recycled material. •
Product Height: 14mm and 19mm
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Tile Size

Black

Tile 0.9m x 0.9m 14mm

SS010006

0.9m x 0.9m 19mm

SS010001

Mats for Leisure | Visit www.cobaafrica.com for information, advice and support.
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Varsfontein Stud Farm
Paarl, South Africa

COBA Africa (Pty) Ltd has recently supplied a substantial quantity
of Ringmats which have been installed at an internationally
renowned Stud Farm. Varsfontein Stud is one of South Africa’s
leading Stud Farms consisting of over 600 horses which require
quality equestrian rubber floor matting for its covering barn. The
matting was supplied to Varsfontein Stud Farm via Rubba Rubba,
who was also the contractor who carried out the installations.
Ringmats from COBA Africa (Pty) Ltd are manufactured from
heavy-duty rubber with a luxuriously thick product height of
23mm. They are an ideal choice for demanding indoor and
outdoor equestrian environments. The mats have a raised pattern,
open holed top surface that provide both comfort and safety
to horses. The holes provide a drainage channel and allow any
debris to fall through the mat, while the raised surface gives extra
grip to help horses have a safer footing. For this reason, they are
also ideal for stable washdown areas.
Carl De Vos (General Manager):
“We recently built a new covering barn for our thoroughbred
breeding operation. The rubber matting we had installed on the
floor is very practical as it is hardy and handles the wear of these
heavy animals. It also provides excellent grip under foot so that
they don’t slip. We are very happy with our choice and would
recommend this matting in any equine establishment that may be
looking for non-slip underfoot conditions for their horses.”

Mats for Leisure | To order FREE samples or arrange a site visit please call +27 (0) 11 452 7961 or email sales@cobaafrica.com

Moving Edge is a trusted name in industry, with a
reputation for innovative, high-performance cutting tools.
A brand of COBA Africa, we have established a flexible
range of both enclosed-blade and utility safety knives, as
well as many useful accessories.
Moving Edge is proudly British and has been
championing innovation with its unique range of dynamic
blade knives for over 20 years. We not only bring our
customers the choice they need, but the support to use
our products safely and effectively in the workplace.
Cut safely, choose wisely – use Moving Edge.

Interested in becoming a distributor?
View the full range at MovingEdge.com
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local team today!

Contact us today


+27 (0)11 452 7961
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